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Abstract
The amount of multimedia content produced has risen rapidly with the ever in-
creasing use of social media and video sharing platforms, and the low cost of video
capture and storage equipment. As a result, there exists a need for techniques
to automatically annotate video data for effective archiving and retrieval. Given
that people feature prominently in the majority of broadcast video, identity of
people within a video is a key piece of information that can be used to summarise
and associate videos. Gathering identity information is useful in a variety of
applications, including media monitoring to identify the time allocated to a par-
ticular person in a news broadcast, or to provide editorial support to journalists
to find videos related to a particular person. However, reliably clustering faces
of given identity within a single video, and across multiple videos, is challenging
due to variations in the appearance of the faces, as videos are captured in an
uncontrolled environment.
Current face clustering frameworks consist of three common steps: face detection
and tracking, feature extraction, and clustering. First, the faces present in a
video are detected, after which features are extracted from the faces and similarity
between pairs of faces (or face tracks) are computed. Faces obtained by a face
tracking process may be non-frontal, contain out of plane rotations, have poor
resolution, or show wide variations in illumination, which degrades the clustering
performance.
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This thesis investigates how to cluster a large number of faces within a multi-
media corpus in the presence of large session variation, while also considering
the run-time implications of the deployed techniques. Two main approaches
are explored to cluster faces: the use of quality metrics to select the best faces
to represent a sequence of faces (face track); and the use of session variation
modelling to improve clustering performance in the presence of wide variations.
In this dissertation, a novel multi-factor quality framework is proposed which
is shown to improve clustering performance by removing poor quality faces. A
novel face verification framework is also proposed that enforces previously dis-
carded spatial constraints to improve performance. This framework was evalu-
ated on multiple databases using three model based face verification techniques:
Gaussian mixture model free-parts, intersession variability modelling, and total
variability modelling. This framework is shown to offer an average relative per-
formance improvement of 35%. The proposed face verification framework is also
applied to clustering and shows significant improvement over the quality frame
selection method. These results show that the proposed local total variability
modelling technique is able to effectively model the face track, resulting in im-
proved clustering performance, in a computationally efficient manner. It is also
shown that clustering the faces within a single video using cues such as scene
changes and local appearance prior to clustering across multiple videos improves
the face clustering performance. Another useful contribution of this research
is the collection and annotation of a large news video database for the task of
face diarisation. The thesis presents details of this multimedia database which is
used in the experiments throughout this thesis. This database is made publically
available so that other researchers could repeat the experiments in this thesis and
bench mark their results.
Findings from this thesis contribute to improving the performance of both face
iii
verification systems and the fully automated clustering of faces from a large video
corpus. Additionally, we hope that the novel multimedia news broadcast database
that is released will contribute to further advancement of the area of face diari-
sation.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation and overview
The amount of multimedia content produced has increased rapidly with the ever
increasing use of social media and video sharing platforms, and the low cost
of video capture and storage equipment. With this increase, effective archiving
and the ability to provide content description becomes important for easy video
retrieval [137]. The identity of people within a video is a key piece of information
that can be used to summarise and associate videos, and there are a variety
of applications, including media monitoring, that can be used to identify the
time allocated to a particular person in a news broadcast, or to provide editorial
support to journalists to find videos related to a particular person.
To gather identity information across a video corpus, individuals need to be clus-
tered using a biometric, such as face or voice. Extensive diarisation research
exists on the use of voice to annotate audio archives according to the identity of
the speaker [1, 31, 32, 65, 117]. In a broadcast video, multiple faces frequently
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appear simultaneously and the clustering of all identities based on voice is not
possible. Furthermore, within the video voice-overs are used to summarise or
explain the situation without a corresponding facial image to associate with the
voice. Reliably clustering faces within a single video, and across multiple videos,
is challenging due to variations in the appearance of the faces, as videos are cap-
tured in an uncontrolled environment. A person’s appearance may vary between
images due to session variations including lighting changes, background changes,
occlusions, changes in expression, and make up. Furthermore, the target number
of people in either a single video or across a corpus is unknown. Consideration
also needs to be given to time constraints, as any approach needs to be able to
be used for a large number of videos.
This thesis investigates how to cluster a large number of faces within a multi-
media corpus in the presence of large session variations, while also considering
the run-time implications of the deployed techniques.
1.2 Aims and objectives
Identity clustering using faces is challenging for the following reasons:
• Face images within a video sequence exhibit a huge variation in scale, pose,
illumination, expression, and partial occlusion.
• Complex backgrounds adversely affect face detection and extraction.
• The number of unique subjects in both a single video and the entire corpus
is unknown.
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(a) [95] (b) [100] (c) [100] (d) [100] (e) [100]
Figure 1.1: Example frames of the news video sequence: Face images within a
video sequence exhibit huge variations in scale, pose, illumination, expression,
and partial occlusion.
Figure 1.2: Face clustering framework: Faces are tracked in each video based on
their position and movement. Tracks are then joined within each video based
on scene and colour information, after which they are clustered across the entire
corpus using face recognition. In the figure, different colours represent different
peoples’ facial image sets.
Figure 1.1 shows example frames extracted from a video sequence where faces
exhibit huge variations in scale, pose, illumination, expression, and partial oc-
clusion. A face clustering framework is illustrated in Figure 1.2. Face clustering
frameworks consist of three common steps: face detection, feature extraction, and
clustering. First, the faces present in a video are detected, after which features
are extracted from the faces, and similarity between pairs of faces (or face tracks)
are computed. Finally, a clustering algorithm is used to merge the detected faces.
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Faces obtained by a face tracking process, may be non-frontal, contain out of
plane rotations, be of poor resolution, show variations in facial expression, or show
wide variations in illumination, all of which degrade the clustering performance.
Variations present in the face images might affect the accuracy of the similarity
score, which is calculated between pairs of faces. This problem can be mitigated
by either selecting high quality frames from the face track for face clustering, or
by estimating session variations present in the face images in order to suppress,
or account, for them.
The main objectives of this research are to:
• Investigate the use of a quality frame selection technique for video face
clustering.
• Develop techniques to improve face verification performance where faces
appear with session variations.
• Investigate what face verification techniques could be used to improve iden-
tity clustering performance in broadcast videos.
• Investigate how other cues, such as scene changes and local appearance,
could be used to improve performance.
1.3 Thesis scope
The broad scope of this research program aims to develop a robust face clus-
tering system for a broadcast video corpus that could improve the clustering
performance. The face clustering system considered in this thesis does not use
other modalities such as voice, text, and transcript of the video, but relies on the
faces appearing in the video and simple scene cues such as scene changes and local
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appearance. Voice was not considered because in a broadcast video multiple faces
frequently appear in single frames, and as voice-overs are used to summarise or
explain the situation without a corresponding face, the clustering of all identities
based on voice is not possible; therefore, facial image is the main focus of this
thesis.
The scope of the thesis was defined by following research questions:
• Could the best quality frames available in the video be used to improve the
face clustering system performance?
• What features could be used to select the best quality frames available in
the video to improve the face clustering system performance?
• Could spatial relationships between the blocks (observations) be used to im-
prove the face verification performance of inter session variability modelling
(ISV), and total variability modelling (TVM)?
• What face verification techniques could be used to improve face clustering
performance in a broadcast video?
• Could simple scene cues, such as scene changes and local appearance, be
used to aid in grouping within a single video?
1.4 Thesis structure
The remaining chapters of the thesis are organised as follows:
• Chapter 2 reviews existing research related to video face clustering. Tech-
niques used for video face clustering, quality frame selections, face recogni-
tion, and clustering are discussed.
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• Chapter 3 describes the experimental framework used in this thesis.
Details of the well-known, publicly available standard face verification
databases are given. A novel news video database is introduced and de-
tails about this database and the evaluation protocol are presented. The
score normalisation techniques used in the face verification system, and the
face verification and clustering systems performance evaluation methods are
described.
• Chapter 4 explores the use of face image quality metrics to cluster faces
across a news video corpus. The use of six face image quality measures,
such as face symmetry, sharpness, contrast, brightness, openness of the eye,
and resolution of the face region, as well as a fusion of all six measures are
investigated. It also explores the importance of a method to select faces
that are well distributed in the face track to ensure that variations in the
faces are included in the clustering process.
• Chapter 5 illustrates the proposed novel local inter-session variability mod-
elling, and local total variability modelling approaches that enforce local
spatial relationships that were previously discarded. The use of a weighted
score fusion technique is evaluated, as different patches capture different
spatial regions of the object. Finally, the sensitivity of the Local ISV ap-
proach to problems, such as errors in face localisation, is examined.
• Chapter 6 investigates the two stage process approach used to cluster
faces across a news video corpus. First, face images are clustered within a
single video by using simple cues, such as colour and scene changes, and
following this, face verification and hierarchical agglomerative clustering are
used to cluster faces across a complete corpus. The use of seven different
face recognition approaches are investigated including probabilistic linear
discriminant analysis (PLDA) [69], proposed Local GMM-FP, Local ISV,
local total variability modelling approaches, and the global counterparts of
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GMM-FP, ISV, and TVM [126].
• Chapter 7 concludes the dissertation with a summary of the research and
provides future directions for research into identity clustering in broadcast
video research.
1.5 Original contributions
This thesis includes the following original contributions resulting from the re-
search conducted:
Face clustering using quality frame selection: Faces obtained through a
face tracking process may be non-frontal, contain out of plane rotations, have
poor resolution, show variations in facial expression, or show wide variations
in illumination, which degrades the clustering performance. Variations present
in the face images might affect the accuracy of the similarity score, which is
calculated between pairs of faces. To solve this problem, the use of face image
quality metrics to cluster faces across a news video corpus was investigated. This
method aimed to select high quality faces from long sequences of faces obtained
by a face tracking process, and improved clustering performance was shown by
using only these “high quality” faces.
Improved face verification by enforcing spatial constraints: A novel
face verification framework is proposed that enforces previously discarded spatial
constraints to improve the performance. This framework was evaluated on three
databases using three different model based face verification techniques and is
shown to offer average relative performance improvements of 35%. Furthermore,
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it shows that the proposed approach is not adversely impacted by face localisation
noise.
Improved face clustering across a video corpus: Faces obtained through
a face tracking process show session variations. This research proposes the incor-
poration of the new face verification framework into a clustering system to model
the face track. The clustering system was evaluated using the proposed news
video database, and significant improvement over the LGBPHS based baseline
system was shown. Results also show that the proposed Local TVM technique is
able to effectively model the face track, resulting in improved clustering perfor-
mance in a computationally efficient manner. Furthermore, clustering the faces
within a single video using cues, such as scene changes and local appearance,
improved the face clustering performance compared to ignoring this information.
Novel news video database: Collection and annotation of a novel news video
database: A novel news videos database is introduced containing face annotation
information by extracting a set of broadcast news recordings. This database
consists of 55 news videos and 173043 annotated faces of 110 prominent people.
These broadcast news videos have been recorded in both indoor and outdoor
environments, and show wide variations in illumination, pose, and clutter. An
evaluation protocol was introduced to undertake the face clustering experiment.
This database has been made publically available so that other researchers could
repeat the experiments in this thesis and bench mark their results1. It is ex-
pected that this novel multimedia news broadcast database that is released will
contribute to further advancement of the area of face diarisation.
1To down load the multimedia news broadcast database go to
http://qut.edu.au/research/saivt, and click on the databases tab.
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1.6 Publications
Listed below are the peer-reviewed publications and under-review submissions
resulting from this research programme.
Peer-reviewed international conferences
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Chapter 2
An Overview of the Face
Clustering Framework
2.1 Introduction
This thesis investigated the methods for improving face clustering in a broadcast
video. Face clustering in a video is the process of grouping faces that appear
in a video based on identity. Reliably clustering faces across multiple videos is
challenging due to variations in the appearance of the faces, as videos are cap-
tured in an uncontrolled environment. A person’s appearance may vary between
images due to session variations including lighting changes, background changes,
occlusions, changes in expression, and make up. Furthermore, the target number
of people in either a single video or across a corpus is unknown. Consideration
also needs to be given to time and memory constraints, as any approach needs
to be able to scale to a large number of videos.
The face clustering framework consists of three common steps: face detection and
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tracking, feature extraction, and clustering. First, the faces present in a video are
detected, after which features are extracted from the faces, and similarity between
pairs of faces (or face tracks) is computed. Finally, a clustering algorithm is used
to merge the detected faces based on the similarity score.
A task related to face clustering is that of speaker diarisation [65], or speech
attribution [31, 32]. These systems aim to cluster the speech segments related to a
target speaker throughout a single audio file (diarisation) or corpus (attribution).
In a speaker diarisation system, speech segments corresponding to a speaker are
linked.
This chapter reviews existing research related to video face clustering. Section
2.2 discusses video face clustering methods and in Section 2.3 quality frame selec-
tions techniques are presented. Face recognition techniques are discussed in 2.4.
Clustering techniques are described in Section 2.5 and in Section 2.6 super-vector
notation is presented. The chapter concludes with a summary of the literature
review in Section 2.7.
2.2 Video face clustering
Face clustering is the process of grouping faces based on similarities. Pande et al.
[85] developed a method for clustering the faces in a video. In this method, the
video sequence is segmented into shots and faces are extracted both backwards
and forwards using face tracking. Outliers are removed from the extracted face
track and the remaining face tracks are clustered to capture the different peoples
facial appearance modes. Following this, a matrix containing comparisons be-
tween all face tracking sequences (called a track-cluster-correspondence-matrix )
is computed to identify the similar face tracks. Shots containing the same face
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are grouped, creating what is called a video face book. This method is sensitive
to illumination variation, because a grey scale image is used to calculate track-
cluster-correspondence-matrix and is sensitive to face normalisation error as the
holistic face comparison method is used.
Another approach, developed by Elkhoury et al. [20] to cluster the people in a
video sequence, is shown in Figure 2.1. In this method face and cloth features
are used to cluster the people. First, shot boundaries are detected in the video
sequence and key frames are extracted from each shot based on heuristic rules.
Scale invariant feature transform (SIFT) features [70] are extracted from detected
faces. Let consider two SIFT features, F1 and F2, are extracted from two selected
key frames, p and q,
F1 = {fp1 , fp2 , ....., f pu} , (2.1)
F2 = {f q1 , f q2 , ....., f qv} , (2.2)
Then pairs of matched key points, M , of the face images in feature space are
detected,
M = {K1, K2, ..., Ki, ..Kn} , (2.3)
where, Ki, is a pair of features (f
p
i1, f
q
i2).
Following this, the distance between each pair of key points, Dki is computed, and
these key points distances are sorted in ascending order. The first N distances
are selected to compute the average of the N-minimum pair distances, which is
calculated as follows,
D =
1
N
N∑
i=1
Dki, (2.4)
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Figure 2.1: The general framework of the people indexing system from the work
of Elkhoury et al. [20]
Next, skin is detected within the face bounding box and the histogram of the
skin region is computed. In the cloth detection process the dominant colour of
the cloth is detected and a histogram is computed. In addition to this histogram
feature, Gabor features are also extracted from the cloth regions. Finally, these
four features are used in a three level cascade hierarchical clustering method to
cluster the people. In the first level of the clustering system, all four features are
used to cluster the person and tracks/ clusters are merged when all four descrip-
tors agree. The second level of the clustering is done based on clothing similarity
information. In the second level, facial features are used to avoid clustering two
different people wearing the same clothing. In the final stage, only SIFT features
are used to cluster the people. This technique cannot be generalised to large
amounts of data with large pose variations as only one face is selected based
on heuristic rules to represent the video sequence for clustering. The use of only
frontal face images means that clustering results may be poor in an unconstrained
task, where face pose is highly variable.
Yu et al. [135] devised a method to search for a specific person in a broadcast news
video. In this method several cues are used to search for the person, including
text information, timing information, scene detection, and face recognition. Face
detection, text detection, and anchor detection information is weighted and lin-
early combined to retrieve the specific person. Eigenface [120] is used to identify
the person in the news video. A small gallery of images of the target subjects is
collected externally and used when matching search queries. To search for a spe-
cific person in the video, every eigenface available in the video is compared with
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each in the gallery. For every gallery face, a rank list is computed by comparison
to each eigenface in the news video. Next, the recognition results of ith eigenface
in the video, R (fi), is calculated by combining recognition rank as follows,
R (fi) =
1
n
n∑
j=1
1
rj (fi)
, (2.5)
where, rj (fi) is the rank of i
th eigenface in the video sequence compared to jth
external eigenface and n is the number of external eigenfaces used to search the
news video.
The, recognition result for a shot, F (S), is then calculated as follows,
F (S) =
1
m
m∑
l=1
R (fi), (2.6)
where, m is the number of faces in the video shot. The final score to predict the
target person is then calculated by linearly combining face recognition, text in-
formation, timing information, and anchor person detection scores. This method
is sensitive to illumination variations and changes in facial expression, because
eigenface is used to compare the faces, and weak classifiers are used to combine
the text and timing information.
Cinbis et al. [13] developed a method for face identification in TV video using
unsupervised metric learning. In this method the first faces available in the video
are tracked. Facial features, such as the corners of the eyes and mouth and
three points on the nose, are detected in the located faces and SIFT features
are extracted from those nine facial locations at three different scales. From the
face tracks, positive training pairs are collected using faces within a face track,
and negative face pairs are collected using all face tracks that appear together
in a video. Logistic discriminant metric learning [43] is used to learn the face
identification metrics and this metric is used for the face track clustering.
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Huang et al. [55] proposed a method for multi view face clustering. In this method
eye positions are identified using Gabor filters and face images are clustered based
on pose using eye distance. The k-means algorithm is then used to cluster the
faces available in each cluster for each individual. However, this method is limited
in that cluster size has to be defined before starting the clustering process. Thus,
this technique is not suitable to cluster faces in a broadcast video where the
number of subjects appearing in the video is unknown. As this technique has
only been evaluated on controlled data, it is also unclear as to how it would
perform in highly unconstrained conditions (i.e. broadcast media).
Holub et al [51] developed a method to improve Google image search results
using an unsupervised clustering technique. First, faces are detected using the
Viola-Jones face detector [124] from an image set returned from the Google search.
Then, the positions of 19 facial features and detection confidence values from each
detected face region are extracted using the Everingham facial-feature detectors
[23]. Following this, a heuristic rule is used to discard non-face detections and
the remaining correct face images are normalised. Then normalised faces are
projected into a face space. The set of K images, which have smallest average
distance between them are then found and used as initial seeds in a clustering
algorithm. Next, the average distance between new images and images available
in the cluster is calculated. New images are added to the cluster that has the
minimum average distance.
Another approach to cluster the actor faces in a video sequence as based on
a spectral clustering technique is presented in [27]. In this method, first shot
boundaries are detected and faces are tracked within each shot. Faces with a
frontal view are selected from each track and used to cluster the face tracks. The
use of only frontal face images means that clustering results may be poor in an
unconstrained task, where face pose is highly variable.
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Figure 2.2: The framework of the face recognition system for film character re-
trieval devised by Arandjelovic et al. [3]
Arandjelovic et al. [3] proposed an automatic face recognition method for film
character retrieval as shown in Figure 2.2. In this method first faces are detected
using the eye and nose features. Next, faces are roughly localised and aligned
based on facial features. Following this, the background is removed from images
and images are filtered using a band pass filter to compensate for illumination.
Image registration is then further improved and the distance between images is
calculated to determine whether images correspond to the same person or not.
Ramanan et al. [91] developed a method for building a face database from a
video archive. In this method, frontal faces are first clustered together using a
colour histogram modal of the face, hair and torso. Clusters with a small number
of images are neglected. Faces are then tracked for each clustered face to create
face tracks. Following this, face tracks are clustered based on appearance and
clustered face tracks are labelled.
Barr et al. [7] devised a framework to detect individuals appearing unusually
across multiple videos. First, faces in the video frames are detected and tracks
are formed. Next, face tracks corresponding to a particular person are con-
catenated. Outlier faces in the tracks are then filtered, and the remaining face
tracks are clustered using hierarchical agglomerative clustering to group tracks
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corresponding to a specific person across the video sequences. Finally, for each
cluster, the number of videos from which face tracks originated for that cluster
is counted to decide which individuals are appearing unusually across multiple
videos. Barrs proposed method was tested using videos captured in outdoor and
indoor environments, where subjects faces appear with a near-frontal pose. The
use of only near-frontal face images means that clustering results may be poor in
an unconstrained task, where face pose is highly variable.
2.3 Quality Frame Selection
Video contains redundant information and using all facial images appearing in a
video sequences for face clustering contributes to high computational costs and
does not guarantee optimal performance [29, 131]. This is due to facial images
that may be non-frontal, contain out-of-plane rotations, have poor resolution, or
partial occlusion, all of which degrade the performance of the face track similarity
calculation process [29]. Performance of the face clustering could be improved by
selecting quality frames from the face track [131].
In the past, quality frame selection has been used in many applications including
video summarization [79, 130] and face recognition [4, 123, 131]. Nasrollahi et al.
[80] developed a framework to summarize faces in surveillance video sequences
where head pose, tilt, brightness, sharpness, resolution, openness of the eye, direc-
tion of the eyes, and closeness of the mouth are used as quality metrics to select
good quality frames. A neural network is used to combine normalised feature
scores and frames with higher scores are selected to represent the video sequence.
However, this method is not validated using a face recognition experiment and is
only used as a means to summarise a sequence for a human operator. Thus, it
is not clear that how this technique would perform as part of a face recognition
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algorithm. Another issue is that brightness is used as a feature without consider-
ing contrast. This could lead to frames that are too bright being part of the best
quality image sets thus the subject may not be visible clearly in the selected best
frames.
A quality based score normalisation and frame selection technique devised for
video based person authentication is presented in [4]. Sharpness of the image
and face symmetry features are used to select good quality frames. The face
symmetry is calculated using the difference between a normalised face image and
horizontally mirrored version of the same image. However, this face symmetry
coefficient is sensitive to face misalignment [103]. Facial symmetry analysis in-
cluding pose and lighting, distance from the user to the camera, illumination
intensity and sharpness properties are considered in [29] for standardization of
face image quality. The face symmetry coefficients based on local binary patterns
[29] and Gabor features [103] provide comparable coefficient values for face im-
ages. These methods were tested to assess still face image quality and have not
been used for face clustering.
Other researchers have used clustering techniques to extract an exemplar, in-
cluding spatio temporal hierarchical agglomerative clustering [106] and locally
linear embedding combined with k-means clustering [45]. In the spatio temporal
hierarchical agglomerative clustering framework spatial distance is measured by
the Euclidean distance between two points and the temporal distance is calcu-
lated based on the two frames time difference in a video sequence. Both spatial
and temporal measures are combined and used as a similarity calculation mea-
sure in hierarchical agglomerative clustering. Face images close to cluster means
are then selected to represent the video sequence in a face recognition system.
This method shows better performance compared to the K-means clustering and
hierarchical agglomerative clustering techniques on the Honda/UCSD database.
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Wong et al. [131] considered image characteristics such as sharpness, head pose,
geometric alignment and cast shadows to select quality frames.
Most of the discussed techniques are based on heuristic rules and are tested with
small amounts of data. These techniques cannot be generalized to large amounts
of data, as they cannot capture all of the variations in large database.
2.4 Face recognition
Face recognition research has been an active research topic for several decades.
Face recognition is a challenge due to variations in subject pose, variations in
facial expression, and lighting presenting significant challenges [42, 57, 138]. A
full face recognition system consists of three main steps: face detection, normali-
sation, and recognition [102]. The recognition step could be further divided into
feature extraction and similarity calculation. In this section related work involved
in all three steps and face recognition systems are reviewed.
2.4.1 Face detection
The face detection technique is used to identify the location and size of each face
appearing from an input image [49, 113]. Face detection is difficult due to varia-
tions in facial appearance, facial skin colour, and illumination [49, 124]. The face
detection framework is normally categorised into two: feature based and image
based [49]. The feature based face detection framework utilises features such as
skin colour [134], edges [14, 38], and location of eyes [15]. The template match-
ing techniques [50], neural network based face detection [30, 61, 94], statistical
method [105], and support vector machine [122] based face detection system [84]
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are categorised under the image based face detection framework category.
Sung et al. [113] developed a method to detect the face based on example based
learning. In this method Gaussian mixture models to represent face and non-face
regions are trained using face and non-face patches respectively. Input image is
then divided into many overlapping windows at different scales and the existence
of the ‘face-like’ patches are searched for by calculating the similarity scores
between the model and the window. The window classification algorithm is then
used to classify a window as a face or non-face region.
Viola and Jones [124] devised a real time face detection framework. In this frame-
work image patches are represented using rectangle features. Three kinds of
Haar-like [86] features, such as two-rectangle, three-rectangle and four-rectangle
are used to represent the image patch. The fast feature calculation method re-
ferred to as ‘integral image’ is used to represent the image. The rectangle features
using integral image, ζ (x, y), are calculated as follows,
ζ (x, y) =
∑
xi≤x, yi≤y
i (xi, yi) (2.7)
where, i (xi, yi) is the image.
Integral image, ζ (x, y), is calculated using the following pair of recurrences,
c (x, y) = c (x, y − 1) + i (x, y) (2.8)
ζ (x, y) = ζ (x− 1, y) + c (x, y) (2.9)
where, c (x, y) is cumulative row sum. Further, c (x,−1) = 0 and ζ (−1, y) = 0.
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However, the number of rectangle features generated from an image patch is
higher than the number of pixels of the image patch. In order to select a small
subset of features from an over-complete rectangle of features, a variant of the
AdaBoost [104] algorithm is used. Finally, a cascaded classifier is used to detect
the face. This method is widely used in research. In this thesis, this method was
used to detect the faces from a video sequence.
2.4.2 Face normalisation
Face normalisation is a pre-processing step for face recognition [41]. The stan-
dard face recognition approaches take normalised face images as an input. The
CSU face identification user guide [9] provides the detail of the face image pre-
processing steps: image data type conversion, geometric normalisation, masking,
histogram equalisation, and pixel normalisation. In the first step, a 256 grey
level image is converted into a floating points data type. Next, in the geometric
normalisation step, eye coordinates are lined up. Following this, in the masking
step, the face region is cropped using an elliptical mask. Histogram equalisation is
then used to normalise the cropped face region. Finally, the normalised cropped
face region is scaled to have a zero mean and standard deviation of one. In this
thesis, a similar approach was used to pre-process the face. However, face image
was cropped into 64 × 80 intensity images to have an inter-eye distance with 33
pixel and eye y coordinate 16 pixels from the top edge of the image, rather than
using elliptical masking to avoid the undesirable effect of elliptical mask in the
feature extraction step [73].
Tan & Triggs [114] developed an image pre-processing step to reduce the effect
of illumination variations. This method consists of three main steps: gamma
correction, difference of Gaussian filtering, and contrast equalisation. The gamma
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correction is used to enhance the local dynamic region of the dark portion of the
image. The difference of Gaussian filtering is used to remove the shading effect.
Finally in the contrast equalisation step, the image intensity is rescaled.
2.4.3 Face feature extraction
Face recognition systems were initially developed based on still images. Face
recognition using principal component analysis [87, 120] and Fisherfaces [8] are
among the most popular image based face recognition methods. Image based
face recognition can be categorised in to three groups: holistic matching, feature-
based matching, and hybrid methods [138]. Principal component analysis based
face recognition techniques are sensitive to illumination and scale variations [119].
In holistic methods, the whole face region is used for recognition. Local features
such as eyes, nose, and mouth are used in the feature-based recognition method.
Feature based face recognition systems are robust to positions and scale variations
[119]. Hybrid methods use both local features and the whole face regions for
recognition.
Gabor feature is widely used to represent the image in face recognition[107].
Gabor feature is extracted by convolving image I with Gabor wavelet [28]. The
Gabor filters, which are used to extract the feature defined as follows [136],
ψγ,ν (a) =
||kγ,ν ||2
σ2
exp
(− ||kγ,ν ||2 ||a||2 /2σ2) [ exp (ikγ,νa)− exp (−σ2/2)] ,
(2.10)
where, ||.|| denote the norm operator and γ and ν are the Gabor filter orientation
and scale respectively.
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The wave vector kγ,ν is defined as follows,
kγ,ν = kν exp
(
ipiγ
8
)
(2.11)
where,
kν = kmax/κ
ν (2.12)
where, κ is the spacing factor between filters in the frequency domain [136].
The Gabor feature is obtained by convolving Gabor wavelet with the face image
as follows,
G = I ∗ ψγ,ν (a) (2.13)
where, ∗ denotes the convolution operator. In face recognition, Gabor filters with
five scale and eight orientations are used. Thus, each face image is convolved with
40 Gabor filters. The magnitude of the Gabor feature is used in face recognition.
Thus, 40 Gabor magnitude pictures are obtained from a face image.
Another widely used feature is 2 dimensional- discrete cosine transform (2D-
DCT) features. This feature is faster than Gabor features [102]. Initially 2D-
DCT features are used as holistic features [46] and the feature is extracted from
the whole normalised face image. Next, the 2D-DCT features are extracted from
the face blocks. Generally, the image is divided into overlapping blocks and the
2D-DCT feature is extracted from each block. For a image block p (x, y) with a
block size of W ×H, the 2D-DCT feature is calculated as follows,
D (u, v) =
√
2
W
√
2
H
x=W−1∑
x=0
y=H−1∑
y=0
Γ (x) Γ (y)α (u, v, x, y) p (x, y) (2.14)
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1 5 60
4 7 122
8 11 133
10 14 159
Figure 2.3: Zig-zag ordering of the 2D-DCT feature coefficients when W=4
where,
α (u, v, x, y) = cos
[
Πu
2W
(2x+ 1)
]
cos
[
Πv
2H
(2y + 1)
]
(2.15)
and
Γ (τ) =

1√
2
, for τ = 0
1, otherwise
(2.16)
For an image block with W ×W size, this 2D-DCT transformation produces W 2
coefficients [73]. Several techniques are used to reduce the number of coefficients
used in face recognition. One method is retaining low frequency coefficients [47]
and in this method the 2D-DCT feature coefficients are ordered according to
a zig-zag pattern as shown in Figure 2.3 [102]. Other methods select the best
coefficients, which have the best discrimination information [12, 73].
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2.4.4 Face recognition systems
Zhang et al. [136] devised a face recognition technique called the local Gabor
binary pattern histogram sequence (LGBPHS). First, a normalised face image is
convolved with multi-scale and multi-orientation Gabor filters and a set of Ga-
bor magnitude pictures (GMPs) are created. Then GMPs are further encoded
with local binary pattern [82]. The local Gabor binary pattern (LGBP) is then
divided into multiple non-overlapping regions and histograms are computed for
each region. All of the histograms computed from all of the LGBP maps of a
face image are then concatenated to form LGBPHS. Finally, the histogram in-
tersection method is used to compute the similarity between probe and gallery
image LGBPHSs. Weighted LGBPHS matching is used to improve the recogni-
tion rate, as histograms extracted from different parts of the facial image carry
different discriminative information. Lei et al. [67] developed a method to use
information jointly in space, scale, and orientation. Gabor magnitude and Gabor
phase faces are arranged by the order of scale and orientation to form third order
volumes, and a local binary pattern is computed in three directions. During the
recognition stage, linear discriminant analysis (LDA) and conditional mutual in-
formation [25] are applied to reduce the redundancy and make the representation
more compact.
In Elastic Bunch Graph Matching [83] face recognition method a collection of
gallery face image landmarks are represented by bunch graphs. Landmarks ex-
tracted from the probe image are matched with all corresponding nodes in the
bunch graph. The performance of this technique is highly dependent on fa-
cial landmark position accuracy and it is poorly suited to news video clustering
systems, as video is recorded in an uncontrolled environment (identifying facial
landmark position is challenging in uncontrolled images).
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The similarity between face image sets calculated using Mutual Subspace Method
in [133]. The inter sub space similarity between input and reference subspaces
is calculated using the sub space generated for both input and reference image
sequences. This method is robust to pose and expression variation. Hu et al. [52]
proposed a method to match the image sets called Sparse Approximated Nearest
Points (SANP). The normalised face images obtained from a video sequence are
represented using feature vectors. In this method the image set is represented
using the images from the image set, images mean, and an affine hull model. The
SANP of two image sets is defined as a pair of nearest points on the sets that can
be sparsely approximated by the sample images of the respective set individually.
After identifying the SANPs, a nearest neighbour classifier is used to measure
the similarity between image sets. Experimental result shows that the sparse
approximated nearest points method offers better recognition results compared
to the mutual subspace method.
A recent state-of-the-art face recognition approach uses session variability mod-
elling [76] to provide a general model that describes the differences that occur
between instances of the same class, whether that be from pose, illumination, or
expression variation. This session variability modelling approach is applied in the
context of a free-parts model [102]. The free-parts approach described in [102]
divides the face into blocks and each block is considered to be an independent
observation of the same object (the face). The distribution of these blocks is de-
scribed by a Gaussian mixture model (GMM) and has been investigated by several
researchers [71, 74, 102, 128]. Lucey and Chen [71] showed that a relevance adap-
tation approach, similar to the one used for speaker authentication [93], could be
used to quickly obtain client (class) specific GMMs by using a universal back-
ground model (UBM). Furthermore, Lucey and Chen showed that adding spatial
constraints to this free-parts approach could yield state-of-the-art face recogni-
tion performance on the BANCA dataset [77]. Sanderson et al. [101] developed a
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multi-region probabilistic histogram (MRH) approach which uses the free-parts
approach as its basis, but incorporates spatial constraints and also makes several
simplifications for efficiency purposes. This approach provides mean average ac-
curacy of 72.95 with 0.55 standard error on the view 2 [54] protocol of labelled
faces in the wild (LFW).
Recently, in [76, 127] the GMM free-parts (GMM-FP) model was extended to
include an inter-session variability (ISV) modelling component. ISV learns a
sub-space which models the differences in instances of the same face. Such an
approach was initially devised to cope with similar problems in speaker authenti-
cation [125]. This model of session variability is used to estimate session variations
in order to suppress, or account, for them. Using this model yielded state-of-the-
art performance on several well-known face datasets such as MOBIO [75] and
Multi-PIE [42]. Despite this state-of-the-art performance, this approach has an
obvious limitation, as it does not enforce any spatial relationships between the
blocks (observations), which discards spatial information that would help to dis-
ambiguate between the classes.
Several other approaches have been suggested in the face verification domain to
handle session variations. The recent total variability modelling (TVM) tech-
nique [126] shows performance comparable with ISV for a face verification task.
In this technique, the image is represented in a low dimensional space in the
form of an ‘i-vector’. Similarity score between probe and gallery image is then
calculated using probabilistic linear discriminant analysis (PLDA) [69] or cosine
scoring. The TVM approach has an obvious limitation, as it does not enforce any
spatial relationships between the blocks (observations), which discards spatial in-
formation that would help to disambiguate between the classes. The GMM-FP,
ISV, and TVM techniques are discussed in detail in Chapter 5.
PLDA [69] has previously been successfully applied to face clustering [90]. PLDA
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models an observation as the sum of a mean and offsets that describe the within
subject and between subject variation. In this approach vectorised image of j-th
image of the i-th subject Xi,j is modelled as below,
X i,j = µ+ Fhi +Gki,j + i,j, (2.17)
where µ is the mean of the data and hi is the latent identity variable and constant
for every image of the subject i. F defines the basis for the identity. The matrix
G defines the basis for the within individual variation and the term ki,j is the
latent noise variable [69]. The term i,j is used to explain any remaining variation.
Similarity of faces images are then calculated using log likelihood ratio.
2.5 Clustering techniques
Once similarity scores between pairs of face tracks are obtained, a clustering al-
gorithm is used to merge face tracks. Clustering approaches can be divided into
two categories: hierarchical and partitional [58]. Hierarchical clustering algo-
rithms recursively find the clusters using two modes: agglomerative and divisive.
In the agglomerative mode, all of the data points are initially assigned as clusters.
Similar cluster pairs are then successively merged until all the data points belong
to one cluster. The clustering process is stopped based on a distance criterion,
or based on a target number of clusters. In the divisive mode, all data points
are initially assigned to one cluster. Each cluster is then recursively divided into
smaller clusters. Partitional clustering algorithms assign all of the data points
into clusters simultaneously.
The widely used unsupervised K-means algorithm falls into partitional category
[58, 112]. In K-means, the user has to define three parameters: the required
number of clusters, initial cluster points and the distance metric [58]. Limitations
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Criteria θr θs ρ υ
Single Linkage 0.5 0.5 0 -0.5
Complete Linkage 0.5 0.5 0 0.5
Group Average Linkage nr
nr+ns
ns
nr+ns
0 0
Weighted Average Linkage 0.5 0.5 0 0
Median Linkage 0.5 0.5 -0.25 0
Centroid Linkage nr
nr+ns
ns
nr+ns
− nrns
(nr+ns)
2 0
Ward’s Method nr+np
nr+ns+np
ns+np
nr+ns+np
− np
nr+ns+np
0
Table 2.1: Summary of hierarchical strategies and Lance and William’s criterion
coefficients values. nr, nsandnp are the number of elements in the clusters r, sandp
respectively.
of this technique include that the number of clusters has to be defined before
starting the clustering process and it is not guaranteed to provide an optimal
solution due to convergence in local minimum [106]. The K-mediod [68] clustering
is similar to K-means, but dissimilarities between the element and the cluster are
calculated by considering the distance between the median of the cluster and the
element.
The hierarchical agglomerative clustering (HAC) technique is a bottom up clus-
tering method [106, 132]. The HAC algorithm works as follows,
1. Initialise all of the points as a cluster.
2. Find the nearest cluster pair based on similarity measures and merge.
3. Repeat step 2 until all of the points belong to one cluster.
The HAC algorithm uses several criteria to merge two clusters. Lance and
Williams [64] developed a generalised criterion that depends on four coefficients
to merge two clusters. The Lance and Williams’s criteria is defined as follows,
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dpq = θrdpr + θsdps + ρdrs + υ |dpr − dps| , (2.18)
where, drs is the distance between group r and s. The value of the coefficients
θr, θs, ρ, υ depends on the merging criteria used and a summary is given in Ta-
ble 2.1.
Two clusters are merged in the single linkage [24, 60] criteria based on the mini-
mum distance between a pair of elements (pairs of elements are selected by taking
one element from each group). In the complete linkage criteria [24, 111] two clus-
ters are merged based on the maximum distance between a pair of elements;
whereas, in the average linkage criteria [110] the average distance between a pair
of elements is used. In the weighted average linkage criteria [59] two clusters
merge based on the weighted average distance between a pair of elements. In the
median linkage criteria [39] squared Euclidean distance between means vectors
is used. The purpose of the ward’s criteria [129] is to reduce the increase of the
within-class squared error [132]. The HAC is used in face clustering [7], with sin-
gle linkage criteria and complete linkage criteria used in speaker diarisation [32].
The HAC algorithm overcomes k-means algorithm constraints because cluster
size is not pre-determined before the start of the clustering process and does not
require initial cluster seed selection. However, a required number of clusters has
to be obtained by partitioning the dendogram at a required level. Thus, the
dendogram partitioning criteria has to be defined.
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2.6 Notation
Super-vector notation is a way of compactly representing data for a GMM.
It is particularly useful when considering mean-only relevance MAP adaptation,
as the only part of the model that changes are the means. As the weights,
[ω1, . . . , ωC ], and variances, [Σ1, . . . ,ΣC ] are fixed, each model can be described by
the concatenation of their means to form a single super-vector a = [µT1 , . . . ,µ
T
C ]
T .
More details for this notation can be found in [76].
2.7 Chapter summary
This chapter detailed the overview of face clustering techniques, challenges faced
in face clustering processes, and the main steps involved in video face clustering.
Face clustering frameworks consists of three common steps: face detection and
tracking, feature extraction, and clustering. These steps and related algorithms
and techniques were detailed in this chapter.
Based on the extensive literature review on video face clustering and related
techniques, the following points were identified:
1. Reliably clustering faces across multiple videos is challenging due to vari-
ations in the appearance of the faces, as videos are captured in an uncon-
trolled environment. A person’s appearance may vary between images due
to session variations including lighting changes, background changes, oc-
clusions, changes in expression, and make up. Either in a single video or
across a corpus the number of faces appearing is unknown; thus, the target
number of face clusters is unknown.
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2. When implementing a face clustering system, processing time has to be
considered, as any approach needs to be able to scale to a large number of
videos.
3. Little research has been performed on face clustering in video. The dis-
cussed approaches were evaluated on databases where a small number of
subjects were appearing across a video and most of the subjects faces ap-
peared with near frontal. Thus, the discussed algorithms need to be tested
on a real world broadcast video.
4. Video contains redundant information and using whole face sequences for
face clustering does not guarantee optimal performance [131]. This is due
to facial images that may be non-frontal, contain out of plane rotations,
or have poor resolution, which degrades the performance of the face track
comparison. Face clustering performance could be improved by incorpo-
rating quality frame selection techniques, which have been explored by the
multimedia and image processing research community.
5. A recent state-of-the-art face verification approach uses session variability
modelling [76] to provide a general model that describes the differences
that occur between instances of the same class, whether that be from pose,
illumination, or expression variation. Use of this technique could be inves-
tigated in video face clustering.
6. The recent total variability modelling technique [126] shows performance
comparable with ISV for a face verification task. It was shown that the
TVM based face verification system is faster compared to the ISV approach,
particularly for the similarity score calculation step. This is due to the use of
cosine distance scoring for TVM, while linear scoring is used for the GMM-
FP and ISV approaches. Investigating the use of the TVM technique in
the clustering process will be useful, as the clustering process has to be fast
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enough, as any approach needs to be able to scale to a large number of
videos.
The next chapter of this thesis defines the face clustering system evaluation
framework based on the identified gaps and motivations from this extensive
literature review.
Chapter 3
Experimental Framework
3.1 Introduction
For the experimental work of this thesis, a well-defined experimental set-up was
required. The experimental framework defined in this thesis addresses the follow-
ing problems faced in news video face clustering:
• How to handle variations in the appearance of the faces.
• How to improve the performance of inter session variability modelling and
total variability modelling face verification.
In this chapter, the experimental framework used in this thesis is outlined in Sec-
tion 3.2. The face databases and novel news video database details are described
in Section 3.3. The score normalisation techniques used in the face verification
system is outlined in Section 3.4. Finally, face verification and clustering systems
performance evaluation methods are described in Section 3.5.
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The previous chapter mentioned that face clustering frameworks consist of three
common steps: face detection, feature extraction, and clustering. First, the faces
present in a video are detected, after which features are extracted from the faces,
and the similarity between pairs of faces (or face tracks) is computed. Finally,
a clustering algorithm is used to merge the detected faces. The performance of
the clustering system could be improved by increasing the accuracy of one of the
above mentioned steps.
Faces obtained through a face tracking process may be non-frontal, contain out
of plane rotations, have poor resolution, show variations in facial expression, or
show wide variations in illumination, which degrades the clustering performance.
Variations present in the face images might affect the accuracy of the similarity
score, which is calculated between pairs of faces. This problem could be mitigated
by either selecting high quality frames from the face track for face clustering or
by estimating session variations present in the face images in order to suppress,
or account, for them. To validate these hypotheses, experiments conducted in
this thesis were designed based on the following research questions:
• Could the best quality frames available in the video be used to improve the
face clustering system performance?
• What features could be used to select the best quality frames available in
the video to improve the face clustering system performance?
• Could spatial relationships between the blocks (observations) be used to im-
prove the face verification performance of inter session variability modelling
(ISV), and total variability modelling (TVM)?
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• What face verification techniques could be used to improve face clustering
performance in a broadcast video?
• Could simple scene cues, such as scene changes and local appearance, be
used to aid in grouping within a single video?
These research questions relate to two problems: face verification (question 3)
and video face clustering (questions 1, 2, 4 and 5).
Face recognition research has been an active research topic for several
decades [138]. Thus, performance improvement obtained through the proposed
face verification techniques has to be validated using well-known, publicly avail-
able standard face verification databases. In this thesis, three face databases were
used to evaluate the proposed face verification approach: MOBIO [75], Multi-
PIE [42], and SCface [40]. Details of these databases are presented in Section
3.3.1. The first, third, and fourth questions had to be tested on a real world
broadcast video. As previously mentioned, in the existing Honda/UCSD [66]
and YouTube celebrities [63] database only one subject is available in a video se-
quence. However, in a broadcast video, multiple subjects appear within a single
clip, and often simultaneously. Thus, evaluating the proposed clustering system
using broadcast video was essential. In this thesis novel news video database is
introduced and the details of this database are presented in Section 3.3.2.
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3.3.1 Face databases
Three face databases were used to evaluate the proposed face verification ap-
proach: MOBIO [75], Multi-PIE [42], and SCface [40]. The MOBIO and Multi-
PIE databases contain pose and illumination variations, while MOBIO and SC-
face contain images captured with different sensors. SCface also contains varia-
tions in the resolution of the captured images. Publicly available FRGC [88] and
LFW [54] databases were not used in this experiment, as there are no separate
development and evaluation subsets [76].
When performing evaluations on each database well-defined protocols were used
that provided dedicated training (train), development (dev) and evaluation (eval)
sets [76]. In each case approximately one third of the data was used for each set.
The train subset was used to train the universal background model (UBM), sub-
space training (total variability space, T in the total variability modelling and
sub-space, U , in the ISV modelling [75]). The dev subset was used to obtain
the optimal hyper parameter values, including the number of DCT coefficients,
GMM component size, sub-space dimension, and the decision threshold value see
(Section 5.2.1 for more details) [75]. The eval subset was used to evaluate the
system performance. The parameters learned using the dev subset were used for
the face verification models while testing in the eval subset. The summary of all
three databases and the number of clients used in each subset is presented in Table
3.1. For the MOBIO and the SCface databases, two-thirds of the clients from
the (train) subset were used to train the UBM, and the remaining one-third of
the clients were used for ZT-norm score calculation. For the Multi-PIE database
all of the clients in the (train) subset were used for the UBM training. For the
ZT-norm score calculation, clients in the eval subset were used when optimising
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Subset Detail MOBIO MOBIO SCface Multi-PIE
(female) (male)
Training
Clients 50 50 43 208
Images 9,579 9,579 688 9,785
Development
Enrolment
Clients 18 24 44 64
Images / client 5 5 1 1
Testing
true trials 1,890 2,520 660 4,864
false trials 32,130 57,960 28,380 306,432
Evaluation
Enrolment
Clients 20 38 43 65
Images / client 5 5 1 1
Testing
true trials 2,100 3,990 645 4,940
false trials 39,900 147,630 27,090 316,160
Table 3.1: Face databases and the subset details used in the face verification
experiment. For the training subset, the number of clients used to train the model
and the total number of available images are included. For the development and
evaluation subsets, the number of clients and the number of images per client used
to enrol each client and the total number of true and false trials are included.
the dev subset and clients in the dev subset were used when optimising the eval
subset as used in [75].
For all three databases, manually annotated eye locations were used and examples
images are provided in Figures 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 for the MOBIO, Multi-PIE and
SCface databases respectively.
Figure 3.1: Example images from the MOBIO [75] database.
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Figure 3.2: Example images from the Multi-PIE [42] database.
Figure 3.3: Example images from the SCface [40] database.
MOBIO: The MOBIO [75] database was captured using mobile phones and data
was collected in five different countries using both native and non-native English
speakers, which led to a diverse database. This dataset contains videos of 150 sub-
jects, including 50 female and 100 male participants. Wallace et al. [127] extracted
one image from each video and defined the MOBIO still-image dataset [127]. Im-
ages available in this database contain pose and illumination variations. The
manual annotation and the well-defined protocol 1 available with this database
were used in the experiment.
Training of the universal background model (UBM) was carried out in a gender
independent manner (images from both female and the male clients were used
for the training purpose) and testing of the client was carried out in a gender
dependent manner (test images obtained from the male clients were compared
1The manual annotations and the protocol are taken from
http://www.idiap.ch/resource/biometric
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against models of the male clients only and test images obtained from the female
clients were compared against models of the female clients) [75]. Thus, for
this database, two protocols were defined such as MOBIO (male) and MOBIO
(female). Five images were used to enrol each client model and 105 images were
used to test it. Thus, for a MOBIO (female) protocol in the development subset,
1, 890 true trials and 32, 130 false trails scores were obtained through a verification
process. The term ‘true trials score’ refers to the score obtained by comparing
the test image of the ith client against the model of the ith client [75]. The term
‘false trials score’ corresponds to the score obtained by comparing the test image
of the jth client against the model of the ith client [75].
Multi-PIE: The Multi-PIE [42] database contains images of 337 clients, includ-
ing 235 male and 102 female participants. This database was captured using
15 cameras with 18 flash lights in four sessions. Twenty images were captured
from each camera per session, two images were captured without any flash at
the beginning and end of the session, and 18 images were captured while flash-
ing each flash individually. In this thesis the Multi-PIE unmatched illumination
protocol [21] was used for the experiment. This protocol used images captured
from camera 051. Twenty frontal images per session were captured from this
camera with illumination variations. However, 19 images per session were used
in this protocol, as two images captured without flash light were almost exactly
same [21]. The train subset contained 9, 785 images from 208 clients and each
subject had images ranging between 19 to 76. The dev and the eval subsets
contained 64 and 65 clients respectively. Each client was enrolled using the first
image from the first session and images from the other three sessions were used
as test images. Thus, for the dev subset 4, 864 true trials and 306, 432 false trials
scores were obtained through a verification test. For the eval subset 4, 940 true
trials and 316, 160 false trials scores were obtained through a verification test.
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SCface: The Surveillance Cameras face (SCface) [40] database was captured
using five commercially available surveillance cameras (two surveillance cameras
were used to capture infra red images as well) and one high quality professional
photo camera. This dataset contained images captured by five surveillance cam-
eras at three distances: 1.0, 2.6, and 4.2 meters in the visible light spectrum.
Two surveillance cameras were used to capture infra red images of each subject
at three distances and one camera was used to capture one infra red night vision
mugshot per person. One high quality mugshot image per person was captured
by a professional photo camera. This dataset was released with two evaluation
protocols: DayTime tests and NightTime tests [40]. The frontal mugshot was
used in the DayTime test to enrol the client and the remaining 15 visible surveil-
lance images per person were used as the probe images. The NightTime test
evaluation protocol had two different type of images to enrol the client model:
visible light frontal mugshot or infra red night vision mugshot [40].
Wallace et al. [127] introduced a protocol that provides dedicated non-overlapping
train, dev, and eval sets based on a DayTime test scenario. The train set consists
of 688 images of 43 clients including 43 high quality mugshots. The dev set
consists of 660 probe images of 44 clients and the eval set consists of 645 probe
images of 43 clients. In addition, the dev and the eval sets consists of one high
quality mugshot per person for the client model enrolment. Images captured at
all three distances were used in the dev and the eval sets testing and the protocol
is refereed as the ‘SCface (combined)’ protocol.
3.3.2 News video database
In this thesis novel news video database is introduced. For this thesis, news
videos relating to Australian politics were extracted from Fairfax news videos to
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form a small video corpus. Ground truth was labelled in order to evaluate face
clustering performance. The news videos were recorded in indoor and outdoor
environments, and showed wide variations in illumination, pose, and clutter. Fig-
ure 3.4 shows frames that contain images with wide variations in illumination.
Subjects in these videos also show variations in pose, facial expression, the en-
vironment, and level of occlusions, as shown in Figures 3.5, 3.6, 3.7, and 3.8
respectively. In this database the subjects identity and face bounding box lo-
cation in a frame are labelled. In a video sequence subjects appearing for a
short periods of time are ignored and only subjects appearing for a long time
are labelled (prominent subjects). Frame numbers in which subject appearance
starts and ends, and subject face locations are annotated at every tenth frames
(locations are interpolated for intermediate frames). When considering subject
appearance, the facial bounding box for side profile, half profile, and profile face
images are also annotated (although at present, only frontal faces are detected
and tracked by the system).
This database consists of 55 news videos and the total length of video is 123
minutes. This database consists of 173, 043 annotated faces of 110 prominent
people. A prominent face is considered to be one that appears for a minimum of
48 frames, and is clearly visible (though not necessarily front on and un-occluded).
Examples of prominent and non-prominent faces are shown in Figure 3.9. In this
database 50% of subjects appear across multiple videos including two subjects
who appear in 27 videos.
This database has been divided into two subsets: dev and eval, as the optimal
parameters value has to be obtained for the face verification approaches. The
dev subset consists of 91, 231 annotated faces from 27 videos and the eval subset
consists of 81, 812 annotated faces from 28 videos. In the dev subset 98 subjects
appear, and in the eval subset 26 subjects appear. In both the dev and the eval
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(a) [33] (b) [33] (c) [33]
(d) [89] (e) [89] (f) [96]
(g) [89] (h) [89] (i) [89]
Figure 3.4: Frames that contains images with wide illumination variation.
(a) [34] (b) [19] (c) [95]
(d) [34] (e) [95] (f) [89]
Figure 3.5: Frames that contains images pose variation.
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(a) [116] (b) [116] (c) [96]
Figure 3.6: Different facial expressions.
(a) [33] (b) [22] (c) [96]
(d) [33] (e) [95] (f) [95]
Figure 3.7: Frames captured in indoor and outdoor environments and contain
multiple faces.
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(a) [22] (b) [33] (c) [11]
(d) [92] (e) [89] (f) [56]
Figure 3.8: Partially occluded faces.
(a) [98] (b) [100] (c) [78]
(d) [35] (e) [11] (f) [97]
Figure 3.9: Prominent faces are marked with a green box and non-prominent
faces are marked with a red box.
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subsets 14 subjects appear in common as there are no two approximately equal
disjointed subsets.
3.4 Score normalisation
Score normalisation techniques have been successfully applied to the face verifi-
cation task [128]. Score normalisation techniques are used to compensate for the
variations observed in the test scores due to variations in the enrolment and test
images. Commonly used score normalisation techniques are zero normalisation
(Z-norm) [6] and test normalisation (T-norm) [6]. In the face verification system
Z-norm is applied prior to the T-norm and referred as ZT-norm [128].
The Z-norm is calculated in a subject centric manner. In order to calculate the Z-
norm, imposter images from the cohort dataset are compared to the jth subject’s
model. The mean (µj) and the standard deviation σj of the imposter score
distributions are then calculated and the Z-norm score is obtained as follows:
ez =
e− µj
σj
, (3.1)
where, ez and e are the raw and Z-norm scores respectively.
The T-norm is calculated in a probe centric manner. Inorder to calculate the T-
norm score, imposter models are trained from the cohort dataset. Following this,
the test image is compared with imposter models and mean (µt) and the standard
deviation σt of the score distribution is calculated. The T-norm is obtained as
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follows:
et =
e− µt
σt
, (3.2)
where, et is the T-norm score.
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3.5.1 Face verification system evaluation metrics
The performance of a face verification system can be measured using the false
acceptance rate (FAR) and the false rejection rate (FRR). The FAR is the per-
centage of incorrectly giving access to an non-genuine person compared to the
total amount of access given by the system. The FAR is calculated as follows:
FAR =
nFN
nFN + nTP
, (3.3)
where, nFN and nTP represents the number of false negatives (amount of access
given to non-genuine access requests) and number of true positives (amount of
access given to genuine access requests) respectively.
The false rejection rate is the percentage of incorrectly rejected authorised per-
son’s access compared to the total number of rejections [108]. The FRR is calcu-
lated as follows:
FRR =
nFP
nFP + nTN
, (3.4)
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where, nFP and nTN represents the number of false positives (amount of genuine
access requests rejected by the system) and number of true negatives (amount of
non-genuine access requests rejected by the system) respectively.
In this thesis, the face verification system performance is presented in terms of
equal error rate (EER) and half total error rate (HTER) [75]. EER was used for
the development set and is the point at which the false acceptance rate (FAR)
equalled the false rejection rate (FRR). The threshold, τ , derived from the EER
on the development set was then used on the evaluation set to obtain the HTER
(the average of the false alarm rate and false rejection rate) to present the final
system performance (a smaller number is better).
3.5.2 Clustering system evaluation metrics
Two different sets of cluster performance evaluation metrics were used, cluster
purity and coverage, and attribution error rate [32]. These metrics are outlined
in the following sections.
Cluster purity and coverage
Cluster purity and cluster coverage [32] evaluation metrics are used to evaluate the
face clustering performance. To obtain these measures, each cluster is analysed
and labelled with its most frequent face image identity. Purity of a cluster, P , is
calculated as follows:
P =
N i
N it
, (3.5)
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where, N i is the number of labelled faces available in the ith cluster and N it is the
total number of face images available in the ith cluster.
For each person j, the cluster containing the highest number of the jth person’s
faces, max (Nj) is calculated. Cluster coverage, C, is then calculated as follows:
C =
max (Nj)
N jt
, (3.6)
where, N jt is the j
th person’s total number of faces available in the video corpus
according to the manual annotation.
Average purity, Pw, and average coverage, Cw, values are used to evaluate the
face clustering system performance and are calculated as follows:
Pw =
∑t=F
t=1 Nt × Pt∑t=F
t=1 Nt
, (3.7)
where, Pt is the t
th cluster formed by faces detected from video corpus and Nt is
the total number of faces available in the cluster t; and F is the total number of
face clusters using a detected face in the video corpus; and,
Cw =
∑s=M
s=1 Rs × Cs∑s=M
s=1 Rs
, (3.8)
where, Cs is the s
th subject’s coverage from the video corpus and Rs is the total
number of sth subject’s faces available in the video corpus according to the ground
truth; and M is the total number of subjects appearing in the video corpus.
Attribution error rate
The attribution error rate (AER) [32] is used to evaluate speaker attribution
systems. The AER is an extension of the diarisation error rate (DER) [32], and
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is a time based measurement of incorrectly labelled speaker time compared to
the total amount of reference speaker time. The AER metric is used to evaluate
the face clustering system. To calculate the AER reference face annotation labels
are concatenated to form the reference face identities. This is compared to the
face clustering system label, which is obtained by concatenating the attribution
labels.

Chapter 4
Quality Based Frame Selection
for Face Clustering in News
Video
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the use of face image quality metrics to cluster faces across a
news video corpus is evaluated. This method aims to select high quality faces
from a long sequence of faces obtained by a face tracking process, and improve
clustering performance by using only those “high quality” faces. News video con-
tains redundant information and using whole video sequences for face clustering
contributes to high computational costs and does not guarantee optimal perfor-
mance [131]. This is due to facial images that may be non-frontal, contain out
of plane rotations, or have poor resolution, which degrades the clustering per-
formance. Thus this, chapter investigates how performance can be improved by
only selecting quality frames.
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In the past, quality frame selection has been explored by the multimedia and
image processing research community and has been used in many applications
including video summarisation [79, 130] and face recognition [4, 123, 131]. The
work in this chapter was motivated by the work reported in [80] to summarise
faces in surveillance video sequences, where head pose, tilt, brightness, sharp-
ness, resolution, openness of the eye, direction of the eyes, and closeness of the
mouth are combined to select good quality frames. Normalised feature scores are
combined using a neural network and frames with higher scores are selected to
represent the video sequence. However, this method is not validated using a face
recognition experiment and is only used as a means to summarise a sequence for
a human operator. One possible avenue to improve performance is to use quality
measures to select the optimal faces for clustering, and use face recognition to
match clusters to one another.
The remainder of the chapter is organised as follows. The face clustering frame-
work including the quality measures used, is explained in Section 4.2. In Section
4.3, experimental results are presented using a news video database, and the
chapter concludes with a summary of the presented work in Section 4.4.
4.2 Face clustering framework
The face clustering process used in this chapter is shown in Figure 4.1. Faces
were initially located and tracked in a video sequence. High quality frames were
selected from the resultant set of face tracks, and LGBPHS [136] feature extrac-
tion was used to model the faces and cluster them between videos. Each of these
processes is explained in detail in the following subsections.
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Face Detection and Tracking
Quality Frame Selection
LGBPHS Feature Extraction
Clustering
Video
Figure 4.1: Face clustering framework.
4.2.1 Face detection and tracking
In this system, frontal faces were detected using a Haar cascade based frontal
face detection [124] system. Eye positions of the faces were detected using Haar
cascades as well, and detected eye positions were used to normalise the face image
to a consistent size (64× 80 pixels). Image intensity was processed using Tan &
Triggs pre-processing [114]. Faces were tracked between frames based on a simple
distance criteria: if the Euclidean distance between the centre of the bounding
boxes of faces in consecutive video frames was less than a threshold (20 in the
system used in this thesis), the faces were assumed to belong to the same person.
The only situation in which this merge did not occur was if there was a scene
change between the two frames.
4.2.2 Quality frame selection
Six quality measures were considered based on face symmetry, sharpness, con-
trast, brightness, resolution, and openness of the eye, as well as a fusion of all six
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Figure 4.2: Normalised face images and computed symmetry feature values (left
to right: 0.048, 0.233, 0.333, 0.847, 1.0).
measures. Details on each of these are presented in the following subsections.
Face symmetry: The face asymmetry coefficient developed in [4] was used
as a frontal face and upright face image quality factor. The face asymmetry
coefficient, AFi, is calculated as follows,
AFi =
∥∥I − If∥∥
‖I‖ , (4.1)
where,
∥∥I − If∥∥ is the norm of the difference between image I and If is the
horizontally flipped version of image I.
Then the normalised symmetry feature, Q1, is calculated as follows,
Q1 = 1− AFi − AFmin
AFmax − AFmin , (4.2)
where, AFmax, AFmin are the maximum and minimum asymmetry feature values
of the normalized image in the pth face track. This feature leads to high values
for frontal faces with no in-plane rotation.
Computed symmetry feature values for a sequence of faces are shown in Figure
4.2.
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Images with a non-frontal posed face and large rotations lead to low normalised
symmetry feature values.
LGBPHS based face symmetry : The face asymmetry coefficient developed
in [4] is sensitive to face misalignment [103]. To overcome this issue Sang et al.
[103] developed Gabor feature based face symmetry. A face symmetry coefficient
based on the local binary pattern feature was developed in [29]. LBP based and
Gabor based face symmetry show comparable performance in [103]. In this thesis
the local Gabor binary pattern histogram sequence (LGBPHS) [136] based face
symmetry coefficient is calculated, and this method is similar to [29]. LGBPHS
features are extracted from patches of the original and horizontally flipped im-
age, and the difference in these features is used to calculate the symmetry. The
approach is shown in Figure 4.3.The normalised face image and a horizontally
flipped version of the normalised face image are divided into R regions (in this
example four vertical patches). LGBPHS features are then extracted from each
region and the similarity score between regions from the normalised and flipped
images are calculated. Subsequently, all region specific scores are summed and
LGBPHS based face symmetry, LFi, is calculated as follows:
LFi =
r=R∑
r=1
T
(
HIr, HI
f
r
)
, (4.3)
where, T
(
HIr, HI
f
r
)
is the histogram intersection of histograms HIr and HI
f
r .
HIr is the image I-th histogram corresponding to region r. HI
f
r is the horizontally
flipped version of image I-th histogram corresponding to region r.
Then, the normalised symmetry feature, Q2, is calculated as follows,
Q2 =
LFi − LFmin
LFmax − LFmin , (4.4)
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Figure 4.3: Local LGBPHS face symmetry: the normalised image and a horizon-
tally flipped version of the normalised image are divided into R regions, where
corresponding region’s LGBPHS features are compared independently.
where, LFmax, LFmin are the maximum and minimum LGBPHS symmetry fea-
ture values of the normalized image in the pth face track. This feature leads to
high values for frontal faces with no in-plane rotation.
In order to extract LGBPHS [136] features, the normalised face was convolved
with five scale and eight orientation Gabor filters, and the resultant Gabor mag-
nitude pictures were encoded using local binary patterns. The local Gabor binary
pattern was divided into 8 × 8 non overlapping regions and 256 bin histograms
were extracted from each region.
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Figure 4.4: Normalized face images with normalised sharpness values (left to
right: 0, 0.199, 0.632, 0.837).
Sharpness: In blurry images, facial details are not visible; thus, the sharpness
of the image was considered as a feature in the system used in this thesis. The
sharpness of the ith image, Si, is calculated based on [80] as follows,
Si =
∑x=H
x=1
∑y=W
y=1 |I − LP (I)|
H ×W , (4.5)
where, LP (I) is a Gaussian low-pass filtered image, and H and W , are the height
and width of the image respectively.
The normalised sharpness value, Q3, is calculated as follows,
Q3 =
Si − Smin
Smax − Smin , (4.6)
where, Smax and Smin are the maximum and minimum sharpness values of the
normalised image in the ith video sequence. Computed sharpness values for a
sequence of images are shown in Figure 4.4.
Contrast: The contrast value of the ith image, Ci, was calculated based on
[118] as follows,
Ci =
Bq3 −Bq1
Ir
, (4.7)
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Figure 4.5: Extracted frames from video sequence and normalised contrast values
(left to right: 0, 0.428, 0.857, 1).
where, Bq3 and Bq1 are histogram bins at which cumulative histograms have 75%
and 25% of the maximum value. Ir is the possible intensity range of the image.
The normalised contrast feature value Q4 of a face region is then calculated as
follows,
Q4 =
Ci − Cmin
Cmax − Cmin , (4.8)
where, Cmax and Cmin are the maximum and minimum contrast values of the
image in the pth face track. Computed contrast values for a sequence of images
are shown in Figure 4.5.
Brightness: The brightness value of the ith face image, Bi, was calculated as
follows,
Bi =
∑x=H
x=1
∑y=W
y=1 0.2989 ∗R + 0.5866 ∗G+ 0.1145 ∗B
H ×W , (4.9)
where, R, G, and B are the red, green, and blue components of the image in the
RGB colour space. The normalised brightness feature, Q5, of a normalised face
image is calculated as follows,
Q5 =
Bi −Bmin
Bmax −Bmin , (4.10)
where, Bmax and Bmin are the maximum and minimum brightness values of the
image in the pth face track. Computed brightness values for a sequence of images
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Figure 4.6: Extracted frames from video sequence and normalised brightness
values (left to right: 0.156, 0.418, 0.850, 1).
are shown in Figure 4.6.
Openness of the eyes: Openness of the eyes were considered to be one of
the face image qualities, as details present around the eyes are important in face
recognition. First, eye regions were cropped based on the detected eye coordi-
nates. The openness of the eyes value was then obtained based on the horizontal
projection [109] of the grey scale eyes region as follows,
Q6 =
Ei − Emin
Emax − Emin , (4.11)
where, Emax and Emin are the maximum and minimum eye openness values of
the image in the pth face track. The Ei is calculated as follows,
Ei =
Eri + Eli
2
, (4.12)
The openness of the left and right eyes, Eli and Eri, is calculated as follows,
Eli =
∑x=M
x=1 le (x, y)
M ×N , (4.13)
Eri =
∑x=M
x=1 re (x, y)
M ×N , (4.14)
where, re (x, y) and le (x, y) represent the right and left eye regions respectively.
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Resolution: The resolution was used as quality measure to select face images
from the face track. The resolution of the ith image Ri was calculated based on
[115] using the inter eye distance as follows,
Ri = rx − lx, (4.15)
where, rx− and lx are the right and left eye coordinates x position respectively.
The normalised resolution value, Q7, is calculated as follows,
Q7 =
Ri −Rmin
Rmax −Rmin , (4.16)
where, Rmax and Rmin are the maximum and minimum resolution values of the
detected face image in the pth face track.
Fusion: Weighted summation was used to fuse the normalised feature scores,
and face images with high score were selected to represent the face track in the
clustering process.
Temporal separation: In a video, similar quality face images tend to appear
together with small variations. In this chapter, a method is introduced to ensure
that the frames that are selected are not only high quality, but are also taken from
different points in the video. Let, b be the number of face samples representing
the face track in the clustering process, δ be the quality selection factor, and c
be the number of faces in the pth face track. The main steps of the method are
defined as follows:
if b < δ × c then
Face images with high score were selected. In this case temporal separation
was not considered to avoid low quality frames fron representing the face track.
else
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Face images with the top λ% highest scores were considered in the quality
frame selection process. These high quality face images were arranged in a
temporal order. Then faces were selected by sampling uniformly.
end if
λ = δ × 100, (4.17)
Fi =
δ × c× i
b
(4.18)
In this experiment δ = 0.5 was used.
4.2.3 LGBPHS feature extraction
The local Gabor binary pattern histogram sequence (LGBPHS) [136] was used to
represent the face images in the feature domain. LGBPHS features were extracted
from selected face images in a face track. In order to extract LGBPHS features,
the normalised face was convolved with five scale and eight orientation Gabor
filters, and the resultant Gabor magnitude pictures were encoded using local
binary patterns. The local Gabor binary pattern was divided into 8 × 8 non
overlapping regions and 256 bin histograms were extracted from each region.
The histogram intersection value was used to compare two face features. The
histogram intersection, T (p, q), of histograms p and q was calculated as follows,
T (p, q) =
k=n∑
k=1
min (pk, qk), (4.19)
where, p and q are histograms, each containing n bins.
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The similarity of two LGBPHS features, d (i, ii), is calculated as follows,
d
(
i, i
′
)
=
γ=7∑
γ=0
ν=4∑
ν=0
w=m−1∑
w=0
T
(
iγ,ν,w, i
′
γ,ν,w
)
, (4.20)
where, iµ,ν,w and i
′
µ,ν,w are two histograms in the LGBPHS sequence; m is the
index of the window; and γ and ν are the Gabor filter orientation and scale
respectively.
Sets of faces (i.e. face tracks) are compared using the average similarity of all
pair comparisons,
dav =
∑f=a
f=1 d
(
if , i
′
f
)
a
(4.21)
where,dav is the average distance between two face tracks and a is the number of
faces selected from each face track.
4.2.4 Clustering faces across multiple videos
The hierarchical agglomerative clustering (HAC) technique [106] was used in this
system, as it has shown good performance in speaker diarisation tasks and is
flexible, in that the number of clusters is not determined prior to the clustering
process. In this experiment the complete linkage criteria was used. The similarity
between two observations set X and Y was calculated using complete linkage
criteria as below,
dcl = max {dav (x, y) : x ∈ X, y ∈ Y }, (4.22)
where, x and y are face tracks.
Face tracks that resulted from the face tracking process of 4.2.1 were merged
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Subset
Metrics
DER Coverage Purity
dev 78.2 22.5 98.4
eval 82.8 19.2 99.2
Table 4.1: Within video clustering performance on news video database
using the HAC.
4.3 Experimental results
The face clustering system performance was evaluated on the news video database
outlined in Section 3.3.2. The dev subset was used to obtain the optimal param-
eter values, including the HAC threshold. The diarisation performance within
a single video is shown in Table 4.1. It can be seen that very high purity is
achieved, while only a moderate level of coverage is attained. This is to be ex-
pected as no clustering is actually performed within the video. Rather, the face
tracking simply outputs a set of face sequences. As such, multiple instances of
the same person are not grouped, and the vast majority of faces tracks contain
only a single identity. Importantly, the high purity means that clusters being
used in the within video clustering system predominately consist of only a single
identity, which will aid the within video clustering.
The performance of a face clustering system across a video corpus was evaluated
using each quality measure individually, as well as the fused combination, and a
selection of faces based on simply selecting an equally spaced set from the face
track. The performance of the clustering system was compared with the face
clustering system that simply selected faces sequentially, starting from the first
frame from the face track. In all of the approaches 40, 20, 10, 5, 2 and 1 face
images were selected to represent each face by sampling uniformly within the face
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track and based on face quality.
Tables 4.2 and 4.3 show the face clustering system performance across the video
corpus on the dev and eval subsets respectively. It can be clearly observed that
performance of the clustering system when selecting 40 faces by sampling uni-
formly within the face track was better than using all the images available in the
face track in enrolment. This clearly shows that performance of the clustering
system can be improved by using the best quality frames available in the face
track in the enrolment. It is also of note that the performance of the clustering
system when selecting faces by sampling uniformly within the face track was bet-
ter than the performance of the sequence based system. This clearly shows the
importance of selecting faces that are well distributed in the face track to ensure
that variations in the faces are included in the clustering process. Table 4.2 shows
that the LGBPHS based face symmetry quality metrics with 20 faces yielded the
best performance on the dev set, and 10 faces yielded the best performance on
the eval set. The use of 5-10 frames yields the best performance in most cases,
and going beyond 10 tends to results in reduced accuracy. This can be attributed
to both the inclusion of low quality faces, and the greater variety of poses within
the face sets, which degrades performance.
Tables 4.4 and 4.5 show the face clustering system performance across the video
corpus when combining different quality metrics on the dev and eval subsets re-
spectively. It was found that the quality frame selection approach using LGBPHS
based face symmetry with temporal separation performed best on the dev set and
face symmetry with temporal separation on the eval set. The quality frame se-
lection system provided a relative performance improvement of 20.6% compared
to the sequence based frame selection.
Consideration also needs to be given to time constraints, as any approach needs
to be able to scale to a large number of videos. Thus, the time taken for the
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Face Selection
Method 1 2 5 10 20 40 All
Sequence 63.13 60.20 56.93 56.32 55.78 57.02 53.34
Equally spaced set 63.13 59.88 55.57 53.78 53.36 53.29 53.34
Symmetry A 61.77 56.33 56.27 54.91 52.59 52.39
Symmetry LGBPHS B 55.89 54.23 52.36 52.82 52.17 52.46
Contrast C 62.44 60.03 57.07 56.46 55.53 53.20
Brightness D 62.07 60.24 55.46 57.65 55.11 54.75
Spatial E 67.95 67.77 64.26 59.18 57.35 55.50
Sharpness F 59.44 60.18 56.35 57.60 55.78 53.61
Openness of the eyes G 64.70 62.84 60.86 57.03 59.27 57.13
Table 4.2: Clustering system performance on the dev subset. The best performing
systems are shown in bold for each face selection method and the overall best
performing system is shown in bold.
Face Selection
Method 1 2 5 10 20 40 All
Sequence 66.01 57.29 55.68 62.30 61.89 61.54 59.58
Equally spaced set 66.01 64.13 54.41 57.68 58.50 58.66 59.58
Symmetry A 56.93 52.44 58.66 49.97 51.67 51.33
Symmetry LGBPHS B 57.82 51.21 52.35 44.21 55.29 52.10
Contrast C 65.95 59.62 62.79 64.28 62.76 67.00
Brightness D 66.22 54.95 61.95 58.34 63.71 58.52
Spatial E 70.91 63.33 59.43 60.62 61.28 52.79
Sharpness F 62.35 58.74 63.14 55.89 62.98 57.48
Openness of the eye G 70.47 62.00 57.3 59.45 62.28 62.39
Table 4.3: Clustering system performance on the eval subset. The best perform-
ing systems are shown in bold for each face selection method and the overall best
performing system is shown in bold.
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Face Selection
Method 1 2 5 10 20 40
A, TS 61.49 57.09 52.93 53.66 52.33 52.41
B, TS 56.58 55.71 52.00 52.46 53.16 53.07
C, TS 62.12 57.98 56.77 56.84 56.83 55.95
D, TS 61.01 57.74 56.16 54.60 54.34 53.49
E, TS 67.95 56.88 55.88 55.01 54.84 53.71
F, TS 59.44 57.97 55.39 55.12 56.03 55.65
G, TS 62.12 61.51 55.31 55.40 55.43 54.18
A,C,D,E,F,G 60.18 59.26 57.35 55.16 53.61 55.41
A,C,D,E,F,G, TS 59.95 57.93 56.83 55.01 53.97 53.34
A,B,D,E,F,G 58.34 58.44 56.22 54.18 54.49 51.89
A,B,D,E,F,G, TS 59.69 54.88 53.77 54.19 53.45 53.25
Table 4.4: Clustering system performance on the dev subset. TS refers to the
temporal separation. The best performing systems are shown in bold for each
face selection method and the overall best performing system is shown in bold.
Face selection methods are defined as follows: A, Symmetry; B, LGBPHS based
face symmetry; C, Contrast; D, Brightness; E, Spatial; F, Sharpness; G, Openness
of the eye.
Face Selection
Method 1 2 5 10 20 40
A, TS 59.90 49.40 59.89 54.14 61.33 59.35
B, TS 57.58 55.22 57.37 56.52 59.48 59.61
C, TS 54.78 56.72 63.32 61.06 59.54 61.98
D, TS 69.12 54.46 61.17 61.87 64.29 63.15
E, TS 70.91 63.06 57.77 55.01 57.38 58.26
F, TS 62.35 61.93 56.55 55.21 61.84 66.52
G, TS 63.26 56.24 55.7 56.72 57.18 57.00
A,C,D,E,F,G 57.02 60.10 55.64 57.08 55.62 55.88
A,C,D,E,F,G, TS 54.59 61.69 53.34 56.68 55.97 61.34
A,B,D,E,F,G 62.36 56.22 62.29 51.42 58.50 55.68
A,B,D,E,F,G, TS 57.17 50.39 59.50 56.88 55.72 59.31
Table 4.5: Clustering system performance on the eval subset. TS refers to the
temporal separation. The best performing systems are shown in bold for each
face selection method and the overall best performing system is shown in bold.
Face selection methods are defined as follows: A, Symmetry; B, LGBPHS based
face symmetry; C, Contrast; D, Brightness; E, Spatial; F, Sharpness; G, Openness
of the eye.
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Step 1 2 5 10 20 40 All
Enrolment (sequence) 4.86 4.90 5.27 5.57 6.13 7.90 15.00
Comparison 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.05 0.09 0.16 0.54
Table 4.6: Time (CPU seconds) taken to complete face track enrolment and face
track comparison on dev subset
Face Selection Method Time
Symmetry A 8.90
Symmetry LGBPHS 19.08
Contrast C 8.29
Brightness D 8.22
Spatial E 8.15
Sharpness F 9.95
Openness of the eye G 11.69
A, C, D, E, F, G, SP 13.17
A, B, D, E, F, G, SP 25.41
Table 4.7: Time (CPU seconds) taken to complete face track enrolment when 40
images were selected using quality based frame selection
face track enrolment was calculated when using different quality frame selection
techniques. The system was implemented in Python and used the freely available
signal processing and machine learning tool box, BOB [2] and facereclib [44].
The experiments were run on a single core of an Intel Xeon E5-2680. Table 4.6
shows the average CPU time taken (in seconds) for each face track enrolment
and comparison steps. From Table 4.6 it can be observed that runtime is not
a large consideration with this method. Table 4.7 shows that the time taken to
enrol the face track based on quality based frame selection with the exception of
the LGBPHS based face symmetry method was less than enrolling the face track
using all of the images available in the face track.
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4.4 Chapter summary
In this chapter, the use of quality metrics for face clustering was investigated. The
results show that by selecting the highest quality faces from a face track, a relative
performance improvement of 20.6% is achieved compared to the sequence based
frame selection approach. Overall, experimental results show that face clustering
performance can be improved through the use of quality measures. The LGBPHS
based face symmetry being better than fusing all quality metrics was observed,
as image normalisation was able to deal with the lighting problems, which were
many of the other factors.
A significant finding of this work is that the face clustering performance can be
improved through the use of quality measures. The framework presented in this
chapter is designed to discard face images with pose, illumination, and brightness
variations. The quality measures will not always work when many sequences exist
where there are no good quality, frontal faces. However, the recent state-of-the-art
inter session variability modelling (ISV) technique [76] jointly estimates a session
variable that describes the differences that occur between instances of the same
class, whether they be from pose, illumination, or expression variation; along with
an identity variable. In this approach, face images of a subject with variations in
pose, illumination, and expression are used to estimate the session variable and
the identity variable. The session variable is then discarded, enabling images with
sessions variations to be used rather than excluding such images, like the system
presented in this chapter. One possible avenue to improve the performance of face
clustering in unconstrained multi-media imagery is to use ISV for face clustering
to cope with the wide variations present in a broadcast video. Thus, novel face
verification approaches that incorporate session variability modelling [76] were
investigated for use in face clustering in the following chapter.
Chapter 5
Local Session Variability
Modelling for Face Verification
5.1 Introduction
Face verification is a complex problem due to variations in subject pose and
lighting presenting significant challenges [42]. A recent state-of-the-art face ver-
ification approach uses session variability modelling [76] to provide a general
model that describes the differences that occur between instances of the same
class, whether that be from pose, illumination, or expression variation. This
session variability modelling approach is applied in the context of a free-parts
model [102], which discards potentially useful spatial relationships.
The free-parts approach described in [102] divides the face into blocks, and each
block is considered to be an independent observation of the same object (the face).
The distribution of these blocks is described by a Gaussian mixture model (GMM)
and has been investigated by several researchers [71, 74, 102, 128]. Lucey and
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Chen [71] showed that a relevance adaptation approach, similar to the one used
for speaker authentication [93], could be used to quickly obtain client (class) spe-
cific GMMs by using a universal background model (UBM). Furthermore, Lucey
and Chen showed that adding spatial constraints to this free-parts approach could
yield state-of-the-art face recognition performance on the BANCA dataset [77].
Sanderson et al. [101] devised a multi-region probabilistic histogram (MRH) ap-
proach, which uses the free-parts approach as its basis but incorporates spatial
constraints, and also makes several simplifications for efficiency purposes. This
efficient method provided state-of-the-art performance on the labelled faces in
the wild (LFW) dataset.1
Recently in [76, 127] the GMM free-parts (GMM-FP) model was extended to
include an inter-session variability (ISV) modelling component and successfully
applied to face verification. ISV learns a sub-space that models the differences in
instances of the same object (the face). Such an approach was initially suggested
to manage similar problems in speaker authentication [125]. This model of session
variability is used to estimate session variations in order to suppress, or account,
for them. Using this model yielded a state-of-the-art performance on several
well-known face datasets such as MOBIO [75] and Multi-PIE [42]. Despite this
state-of-the-art performance, this approach has an obvious limitation, as it does
not enforce any spatial relationships between the blocks (observations), which
discards spatial information that would help to disambiguate between the classes.
The total variability modelling approach has previously been applied to speaker
verification [16, 17] and provides state-of-the-art performance on speaker verifica-
tion with the combination of LDA and within class covariance normalisation [48]
techniques. TVM [126] has been successfully applied to face verification and
provides results comparable to the ISV modelling for face verification. Despite
1http://itee.uq.edu.au/ conrad/lfwcrop/
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this comparable performance, this approach has an obvious limitation in that
it does not enforce any spatial relationships between the blocks (observations),
which discards spatial information that would help to disambiguate between the
classes.
In this chapter, local inter-session variability (Local ISV) modelling and local
total variability modelling approaches are proposed that enforce local spatial
relationships that were previously discarded. The Local ISV approach is similar
to [101], which adopts a multi-region probabilistic histogram approach. However,
rather than using a probabilistic histogram that uses the zeroth order statistics of
a GMM [101], this has been applied to the GMM-FP and ISV approaches, which,
as has been shown in [76], use the zeroth and first order statistics that provide a
better approximation of the underlying data. It has been shown that introducing
spatial constraints to the ISV modelling leads to state-of-the-art performance for
face verification. Spatial constraints are introduced by dividing the images into R
regions and learning a model specific to each region. This allows local modelling
of session variability and capturing of local identity information. Results of this
thesis show that the Local TVM system also consistently outperforms the TVM
system on all three face databases, further demonstrating the value of a region
based approach. Finally, the sensitivity of the Local ISV approach to problems,
such as errors in face localisation, is examined.
The remainder of the chapter is organised as follows. The GMM-FP, ISV and
TVM approaches for face verification are presented in Section 5.2, the proposed
region based GMM-FP, ISV and TVM based face authentication frame works
are explained in Section 5.3. Experimental results using three face databases
are presented in Section 5.5, and the chapter concludes with a summary of the
presented work.
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Figure 5.1: GMM free-parts approach concept. Normalised face image is divided
into overlapping blocks and DCT features are obtained from each block.
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5.2.1 GMM free-parts for face verification
Several researchers have examined the use of the GMM-FP framework to per-
form face verification [71, 102, 128]. Introduced in [102], this approach divides
the image (the face) into N overlapping blocks, which are considered to be inde-
pendent observations of the same underling signal (the face), O. From each block
a 2D-DCT feature vector of dimension M is obtained to compactly represent each
block, such that the n-th block yields the feature vector on. Thus, the j-th image
of the i-th client yields the set of n observations Oi,j = [oi,j,1, . . . ,oi,j,n]. The
distribution of these feature vectors is then modelled using a GMM,
Pr (O | θ) =
N∏
n=1
C∑
c=1
ωcN [on | µc,Σc] , (5.1)
where C is the number of components for the GMM, ωc is the weight for compo-
nent c, µc is the mean for component c, and Σc is the covariance matrix (usually
considered to be diagonal) for component c. The GMM-FP approach concept is
shown in Figure 5.1.
For an image Ot, the zeroth order statistics, ηt;c, and the first order statistics,
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f t|;c, of the c
th component of the model are calculated as follows,
ηt;c =
N∑
n=1
γc (on,t) , (5.2)
f t|;c =
N∑
n=1
γc (on,t)on,t, (5.3)
where, γc (on,t) is refered to as the occupation probability of the n
th observation
of the image t for component c and calculated as follows,
γc (on,t) =
ωcN [on | µc,Σc]∑C
c=1 ωcN [on | µc,Σc]
, (5.4)
In order to overcome the limited number of samples per client, i, mean-only
relevance MAP adaptation [71] is used to enrol the client (class). Originally
proposed for speaker authentication [93], mean-only relevance MAP adaptation
takes a prior model, usually referred to as a universal background model (UBM)
GMM, and performs MAP adaptation on the means using the observations of
the i-th client, Oi, to obtain a model for the client. As only the mean vectors
change, it has been shown [125] that this can be written as,
si = m+Dzi, (5.5)
where si is the mean super-vector for the i-th client, m is the mean super-vector
of the UBM GMM (the prior), zi is a normally distributed latent variable, and
D is a diagonal matrix that incorporates the relevance factor and the covariance
matrix [125] and ensures the result is equivalent to mean-only relevance MAP
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adaptation. The diagonal matrix D is given by,
D =
√
Σ
τ
, (5.6)
where the diagonal matrix Σ is formed by concatenating the diagonals of the
UBM covariance matrices and the term τ is a relevance factor.
The latent variable zi is given by,
zi = (τI +N i)
−1 f i|m, (5.7)
where N i is the zeroth order statistic of client i and f i|m is the super-vector of
mean normalised first order statistic.
The zeroth order statistic, N i, is given by,
N i =
ji∑
j=1
N i,j, (5.8)
where ji is the number of images of the client i.
N i,j =

N i,j;1 0 · · · 0
0 N i,j;2 · · · 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 · · · N i,j;C
 (5.9)
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N i,j;c =

ηi,j;1 0 · · · 0
0 ηi,j;2 · · · 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 · · · ηi,j;C
 (5.10)
The super-vector of mean normalised first order statistic f i|m is calculated as
follows,
f i|m =
ji∑
j=1
f i,j|m, (5.11)
where, the term f i,j|m refers to the mean centralised first order statistic for the
jth image of the client i and calculated as follows,
f i,j|m = f i,j −N i,jm, (5.12)
where
f i,j =
[
fTi,j;1,f
T
i,j;2, · · ··,fTi,j;C
]T
, (5.13)
where, term f i,j;c refers to the first order statistic of component c for the j
th
image of client i and given by 5.3.
To evaluate the likelihood that image t, described by a set of observations Ot,
was produced by client i, a log-likelihood ratio is used. In this case, the positive
class is given by the claimed identity i and the negative class is represented by
the UBM GMM. Thus, the log-likelihood ratio is,
h (Ot, si) = log [p (Ot | si)]− log [p (Ot |m)] . (5.14)
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It was shown in [128] that this could be efficiently calculated using the linear
scoring approximation [36] leading to,
hlinear (Ot, si) = (si −m)T Σ−1f t|m, (5.15)
where f t|m is the super-vector of mean normalised first order statistics.
A decision threshold, ρ, is applied to this score to decide if the observations were
generated by the model, si. Image, Ot, is classified as being of client i, if and
only if, hlinear (Ot, si) ≥ ρ.
5.2.2 Inter session variability modelling
Inter session variability modelling (ISV) has been successfully applied to
speaker [125] and face verification [76]. ISV aims to model and suppress ses-
sion variation, that is, variation that makes one image of the same class look
different to another image of the same class. For face recognition this is often
considered to be illumination, pose, or expression variation. At enrolment time
session variation is suppressed by jointly estimating a latent session variable along
with a latent identity variable, the latent session variable is then discarded. When
scoring, an estimate of the latent session variable, xt, is obtained from the test
samples, Ot. This estimate, xt, is then used to offset the models so that the
likelihood function now takes into account the session variation (noise), of the
test samples, see [76] Section 3.5 for more details.
Enrolling a client for ISV consists of MAP adaptation, similar to mean-only
relevance MAP adaptation. The difference is that a sub-space, U , is introduced to
model session variation, and so, restricts the movement for relevance adaptation
such that the model for the j-th image of the i-th client (class) is,
ui,j = m+Uxi,j +Dzi, (5.16)
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where xi,j is the latent session variable and is assumed to be normally distributed.
In this way each image is considered to have been produced with its own session
variation; for instance, due to pose or illumination variation. As previously men-
tioned, when performing enrolment the session varying part (Uxi,j) is discarded
and only those parts pertaining to identity are retained. Thus, the ISV client
model is given by,
sISV,i = m+Dzi. (5.17)
This should not be confused with mean-only relevance MAP adaptation (see
Equation 5.5), as the latent variables xi,j and zi are jointly estimated for ISV.
Scoring with ISV is performed by first estimating the latent session variable, xt,
for the test sample Ot. This is then used to offset the client model (sISV,i) and
the UBM (m), so that the log-likelihood is estimated in the session conditions
of the test samples. This provides a mechanism to compensate for session vari-
ation. When used in the context of linear scoring, this leads to the following
log-likelihood ratio (LLR),
hISV (Ot, sISV,i) = (sISV,i −m)T Σ−1
(
f t|m −N tUxt|UBM
)
, (5.18)
where N t is the zeroth order statistics for the test sample in a block diagonal
matrix.
5.2.3 Total variability modelling
Total variability modelling (TVM) [126] has been successfully applied to face
verification. TVM is written in super-vector notation as follows,
Y i,j = m+ Twi,j, (5.19)
where Y i,j represents the mean super-vector of the GMM that best represents
the j-th image of i-th face track. The term T is the low rank rectangular matrix
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and wi,j is the ‘i-vector’ and represents the total variability. The cosine similarity
score [17] is used to find the similarity between probe image and the model. The
cosine distance score, k (wt, wi), between i-vectors extracted from probe image,
wt and the subject’s model i-vectors, wi is calculated as follows,
k (wt, wi) =
wt . wi
‖wt‖ ‖wi‖ . (5.20)
The value of this cosine distance score is then compared to the decision threshold
to decide if the observations were generated by the model, i.
5.3 Proposed approach
The inter session variability modelling approach has an obvious limitation, as
it does not enforce any spatial relationships between the blocks (observations),
which discards spatial information that would help to disambiguate between the
classes. This thesis proposes a method to overcome one of the major limitations of
the ISV approach to image classification by dividing an image into local regions.
Doing this allows re-enforcement of spatial constraints that were previously being
discarded. The proposed approach is applied to GMM-FP and ISV to determine
to ensure that locally modelling session variability is not being boosted solely by
being able to extract local class specific information.
The approach is similar to work conducted in [101] where a probabilistic his-
togram for local regions was formed using a GMM, called a multi-region proba-
bilistic histogram (MRH). This MRH approach collates the zeroth order statistics,
the occupation probabilities, of a GMM to perform classification. By contrast,
this thesis proposes a method to apply local region decomposition to the ISV
approach due to their state-of-the-art performance when used globally in [76].
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GMM-FP for r=1
GMM-FP for r=4
Figure 5.2: Proposed Local GMM-FP approach concept: dividing the image into
R regions, where each region is modelled independently.
These techniques collate the zeroth and first order statistics of a GMM to per-
form classification; furthermore, ISV provides an additional constraint to the
MAP equations to suppress session variations (noise).
5.3.1 Local GMM free-parts approach
This thesis proposes a method as an extension to the GMM-FP approach,
whereby the input images are divided into a set of R regions and each region
is modelled independently. This approach, called Local GMM-FP, allows local
descriptions of the identity variation to be derived. The GMM-FP approach
concept is shown in Figure 5.2.
Similar to the GMM-FP approach, the proposed Local GMM-FP technique di-
vides each region into a set of overlapping blocks from which DCT features are
extracted. A local GMM UBM is then learnt for each specific region Mr, mr,
and local models of the identity are then obtained using region specific mean-only
relevance MAP adaptation,
sr,i = mr +Drzr,i, (5.21)
where sr,i is the i-th client model corresponding to region r, zr,i is a normally
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distributed latent variable for region r, and Dr is a diagonal matrix that in-
corporates the relevance factor and the covariance matrix [125] as per Section
5.2.1.
The t-th image is compared to the i-th client model in a region specific manner.
Thus, the observations from the r-th region of t-th image, Or,t, are compared to
the i-th client’s model for the r-th region, sr,i. Consequently, the LLR becomes
region specific:
hlinear (Or,t, sr,i) = (sr,i −mr)T Σ−1r f r,t|mr , (5.22)
where Σr is the covariance matrix for the r-th region and fr,t|mr is the mean nor-
malised first order statistics for the r-th region. Subsequently, all region specific
scores are summed and compared to the threshold, τ .
5.3.2 Local inter session variability modelling
In this section, this thesis proposes a method to apply ISV to local regions so
that session variability can be locally modelled and can capture local identity
information. A similar concept to Section 5.3.1 has been applied by dividing
the image into R regions and again performing MAP adaptation for each region
independently. Thus, for the j-th image of the i-th client in the r-th region the
model is given by,
ur,i,j = mr +U rxr,i,j +Drzr,i. (5.23)
A region specific ISV client model, sISV,r,i, is formed by,
sISV,r,i = mr +Drzr,i. (5.24)
During the evaluation process, the region specific latent session variable xr,i is
estimated for Or,i using the r-th region from the i-th client model. Then, session
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Figure 5.3: Proposed Local ISV approach concept: dividing the image into R
regions, where each region is modelled independently.
variation is compensated for by adding this estimated session offset to sISV,r,i
prior to scoring. The Local ISV approach concept is shown in Figure 5.3.
5.3.3 Local total variability modelling
In this section, this thesis proposes a method to apply TVM to local regions in
order to locally model total variability and capture local identity information.
Similar to the concept of the Local GMM-FP and Local ISV approaches it is
applied by dividing the image into R regions and modelling the TVM in each
region independently. Thus, for the j-th image of the i-th client in the r-th
region the model is obtained by,
Y r,i,j = mr + T rwr,i,j, (5.25)
where Y r,i,j represents the mean supervector of the GMM that best represents the
j-th image of i-th face track in the r-th region, T r is the region specific rectangular
matrix and wr,i,j is the region specific ‘i-vector’ and represents the region specific
total variability. The extraction of region specific i-vectors from a probe image
is compared to the region specific subject’s model i-vectors using cosine distance
scoring as defined in Equation 5.20. Subsequently, all region specific cosine scores
are summed and the score between the face track i and image t is calculated.
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5.3.4 Weighted score fusion
As different patches capture different spatial regions of the object, it is expected
that not all patches will offer the same level of discrimination. In order to op-
timally combine the patches for face verification, linear logistic regression [10]
is used. The development set within the relevant database is used to learn the
weight of each patch. Then the weighted score, hw (O, si), is calculated as follows,
hw (Ot, si) =
P∑
p=1
βp × hlinear (Op,t, sp,i), (5.26)
where βp represents the weight of the patch learned from the development set.
5.4 Impact of face localisation error
An issue for any real world face verification system is its robustness to face mis-
alignment; that is, the performance degradation when the face image is not ex-
tracted perfectly (based on the eye positions). Therefore, the robustness of the
approach proposed in this thesis to errors in misalignment is evaluated by in-
troducing noise into the manually annotated landmarks. The MOBIO database
is used for this evaluation, and uniform random noise equal to 2%, 5%, 10%,
and 20% of the average inter-eye distance (119 pixels for the MOBIO database)
is added. In this experiment, by adding uniform random noise to the landmark
points, the robustness of the Local GMM and Local ISV approaches are evaluated
for wide range of noise. The new landmark points that have been used in this
experiment are publicly available.2
2visit https://wiki.qut.edu.au/display/saivt/Noisy+MOBIO+Landmarks for details
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5.5 Experimental result
The proposed techniques were implemented using the freely available signal pro-
cessing and machine learning tool box, BOB [2]. Proposed local face verification
approaches were evaluated on three databases as outlined in Section 3.1. The
performance of face verification, the weighted score fusion technique and the per-
formance of the face verification in the presence of face localisation error are
evaluated in this section.
System performance is presented in terms of equal error rate (EER) and half total
error rate (HTER) [75]. EER was used for the development set. The threshold, τ ,
derived from the EER on the development set was then used on the evaluation set
to obtain the HTER to present the final system performance. Linear scoring and
ZT-normalisation were used for all evaluated systems, as they have previously
been shown to be effective for face recognition [128].
5.5.1 Image pre-processing
In this experiment, all face images were cropped into 64 × 80 intensity images
to have an inter-eye distance with 33 pixel and eye y coordinate 16 pixel from
the top edge of the image. Face images in the MOBIO and Multi-PIE databases
were processed using Tan & Triggs pre-processing [114] and default parameter
values were used for the pre-processing as described in [114] (γ = 0.2, σ0 = 1.0,
σ1 = 2.0, radius = 2, threshold = 10 and α = 0.1) . For the SCface database
this pre-processing was not applied, as low resolution images available in this
database lead to performance degradation [75].
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5.5.2 Evaluation on face verification databases
When extracting the DCT features, a block size of 12×12 with M = 44 was used
for the MOBIO and Multi-PIE databases. For the SCface database, a block size
of 20 × 20 with M = 65 was used. These optimal block and feature sizes were
taken from [128].
The proposed technique was compared to three baseline techniques: MRH, GMM-
FP, and ISV. In this experiment UBMs were trained with 512 components for
MOBIO and Multi-PIE, and 256 components for SCface. In this experiment,
relevance factor of τ = 4 was used for client model adaptation. In the ISV and
Local ISV approaches a sub-space of 40 components was used for MOBIO and
SCface, and 80 components was used for Multi-PIE. In the TVM and Local TVM
approaches a total variability space of 300 components was used for MOBIO, and
400 components was used for SCface and Multi-PIE. Tables 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3show
the performance of the Local GMM-FP, Local ISV, and Local TVM approaches,
with different patch sizes respectively. For the Local GMM-FP approach, a region
size of 4 × 4 for MOBIO and Multi-PIE, and 1 × 2 for SCface provide best
performance. For the Local ISV approach, region sizes of 4 × 4 for MOBIO
(male), 2 × 2 for MOBIO (female), 2 × 2 for Multi-PIE and 2 × 2 for SCface
provided the best performance. For the Local TVM approach, region sizes of
4 × 4 for MOBIO, 2 × 2 for Multi-PIE, and 1 × 2 for SCface provided the best
performance.
Table 5.4 shows the performance of the proposed approaches and the baselines. It
can be seen that the Local ISV approach performed best in all cases except for the
SCface evaluation dataset and MOBIO (female) development dataset. The SC-
face evaluation dataset obtained the best performance using the ISV system and
MOBIO (female) development dataset obtained the best performance using the
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Patch MOBIO (female) MOBIO (male) SCface Multi-PIE
Dev Eval Dev Eval Dev Eval Dev Eval
1 X 1 11.5 22.2 7.5 9.9 16.7 16.3 3.1 3.8
1 X 2 10.3 22.0 6.4 8.9 15.7 15.9 2.0 2.5
2 X 1 9.8 20.4 6.7 8.9 17.3 16.4 1.8 2.6
2 X 2 9.8 21.2 5.7 8.8 16.8 16.0 1.3 2.0
4 X 4 7.8 19.7 4.5 7.5 18.1 18.3 1.1 2.3
Table 5.1: Local GMM-FP face verification results with patch size. Results for
the Dev data are equal error rates, while results for the Eval data are half total
error rates. The best performing systems are shown in bold.
Patch MOBIO (female) MOBIO (male) SCface Multi-PIE
Dev Eval Dev Eval Dev Eval Dev Eval
1 X 1 6.7 12.7 4.1 6.2 13.6 12.8 1.6 2.2
1 X 2 6.3 11.4 2.9 5.2 12.6 12.5 0.9 1.6
2 X 1 6.3 10.0 3.8 5.8 13.7 13.5 0.9 1.5
2 X 2 5.2 9.6 3.0 4.9 12.0 13.4 0.6 1.1
4 X 4 5.2 10.5 2.5 4.5 15.3 15.8 0.7 1.3
Table 5.2: Local ISV face verification results with patch size. Results for the
Dev data are equal error rates, while results for the Eval data are half total error
rates. The best performing systems are shown in bold.
Patch MOBIO (female) MOBIO (male) SCface Multi-PIE
Dev Eval Dev Eval Dev Eval Dev Eval
1 X 1 10.6 19.6 11.7 13.3 16.9 18.3 9.2 9.0
1 X 2 7.6 14.8 6.4 9.3 15.9 16.3 4.5 4.7
2 X 1 9.9 16.6 8.2 10.4 17.2 17.7 5.3 5.3
2 X 2 7.0 13.0 4.9 8.5 16.2 16.9 2.5 2.9
4 X 4 4.9 10.5 3.3 5.9 34.7 33.1 7.1 13.7
Table 5.3: Local TVM face verification results with patch size. Results for the
Dev data are equal error rates, while results for the Eval data are half total error
rates. The best performing systems are shown in bold.
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System MOBIO (female) MOBIO (male) SCface Multi-PIE
Dev Eval Dev Eval Dev Eval Dev Eval
MRH [76] 14.5 21.9 13.6 13.0 28.3 30.3 4.8 6.2
GMM-FP 11.5 22.2 7.5 9.9 16.7 16.3 3.1 3.8
Local GMM-FP 10.3 20.9 4.8 7.7 15.7 15.9 1.1 2.3
ISV 6.7 12.7 4.1 6.2 13.6 12.8 1.6 2.2
Local ISV 5.2 9.6 2.5 4.5 12.0 13.4 0.6 1.1
TVM 10.6 19.6 11.7 13.3 16.9 18.3 9.2 9.0
Local TVM 4.9 10.5 3.3 5.9 15.9 16.3 2.5 2.9
Table 5.4: Face verification results. The MRH results are taken from [76]. Results
for the Dev data are equal error rates, while results for the Eval data are half
total error rates. The best performing systems are shown in bold.
Local TVM system. For the SCface database the Local ISV modelling technique
marginally improved the verification performance in the dev set and marginally
decreased the performance in the eval. This marginal performance degradation
is likely due to the large block size used (20× 20), in conjunction with many im-
ages in the SCface database being up-sampled to have an inter-eye distance of 33
pixels. The Local ISV system provided an average relative performance improve-
ment of 32% for the MOBIO and Multi-PIE databases. As shown, the Local
GMM-FP system consistently outperformed the GMM-FP system on all three
databases, with an average relative improvement of 18%, further demonstrating
the value of a region based approach. The Local ISV approach outperformed
the Local GMM-FP system on all three databases, and this demonstrates the
value in modelling session variability and capturing identity information locally.
The results show that the Local TVM system also consistently outperformed the
TVM system on all three face databases with an average relative improvement of
62.6%, further demonstrating the value of a region based approach.
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Figure 5.4: Performance of the Local GMM-FP and GMM-FP face verification
systems in the presence of face localisation noise on MOBIO database evaluation
set.
5.5.3 Evaluation of face verification performance in the
presence of localisation error
The performance of face verification in the presence of localisation noise was
evaluated as outlined in Section 5.4. Figure 5.4 shows the half total error rate
(HTER) of the Local GMM-FP face verification systems with different patch sizes,
and GMM-FP in the presence of increasing levels of face localisation noise on the
MOBIO database. Figures 5.5 and 5.6 show the half total error rate (HTER) of
the Local ISV face verification systems with different patch sizes, and ISV in the
presence of increasing levels of face localisation noise on the MOBIO database
male and female protocols respectively. The same systems configurations as those
in Section 5.5.2 were used. Performance was evaluated at five different noise
levels: no noise, and with localisation error of up to 2%, 5%, 10%, and 20% of
the average inter-eye distance.
For both the proposed and baseline systems, system performance degraded as
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Figure 5.5: Performance of the Local ISV and ISV face verification systems in
the presence of face localisation noise on MOBIO (male) database evaluation set.
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Figure 5.6: Performance of the Local ISV and ISV face verification systems in
the presence of face localisation noise on MOBIO (female) database evaluation
set.
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System MOBIO (female) MOBIO (male) SCface Multi-PIE
Dev Eval Dev Eval Dev Eval Dev Eval
Local GMM-FP 10.3 20.9 4.8 7.7 15.7 15.9 1.1 2.3
Weighted
Local GMM-FP 7.9 21.0 4.5 8.4 15.5 16.2 1.2 2.2
Local ISV 5.2 10.5 2.5 4.5 12.0 13.4 0.6 1.1
Weighted
Local ISV 5.1 14.1 2.3 4.5 12.8 12.7 0.6 1.1
Table 5.5: Weighted score fusion method face verification results. Results for the
Dev data are equal error rates, while results for the Eval data are half total error
rates. The best performing systems are shown in bold.
noise increased. At levels of noise up to 20% of the average inter-eye distance the
proposed approaches outperformed their baselines. However, as noise increased
above 10%, the performance of all proposed systems degraded considerably (see
Figure 5.4).
This increased degradation is likely caused by the nature of the region based
systems. At high levels of noise and with small region sizes, the locations of
the regions relative to the face change significantly. Thus, the assumption that
corresponding regions between the client model and probe image are modelling
the same portion of the face is increasingly likely to be violated as noise increases.
However, this effect can be mitigated by using fewer regions (i.e. 2×2 rather than
4× 4), which would incur a small drop in performance under ideal conditions for
the male protocol, but not adversely impacted by face localisation noise.
5.5.4 Evaluation of weighted score fusion performance
The performance of the weighted score fusion technique was evaluated as outlined
in Section 5.3.4. Table 5.5 shows the performance of the weighted score fusion
approach.
It was found that the benefit of weighted score fusion was less consistent for
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the Local GMM-FP and Local ISV approaches when compared to the equally
weighted score fusion technique. The weighted Local ISV approach performed
best for the SCface evaluation dataset and for the MOBIO male protocol. Further,
the weighted score fusion approach for Local ISV approach provided a similar
performance for the MULTI-PIE dataset.
5.6 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, novel local inter-session variability modelling and Local TVM
approaches were proposed that enforce local spatial relationships that were pre-
viously discarded. The Local ISV approach is similar to [101], which adopts
a multi-region probabilistic histogram approach. However, rather than using a
probabilistic histogram that uses the zeroth order statistics of a GMM [101], this
was applied to the GMM-FP and ISV approaches, which, as has been shown
in [76], use the zeroth and first order statistics that provide a better approxima-
tion of the underlying data.
Results show that introducing spatial constraints leads to state-of-the-art per-
formance for face verification. Spatial constraints were introduced by dividing
the images into R regions and learning a model specific to each region. This
allows to locally modelling session variability and capturing of local identity in-
formation. For face recognition this Local ISV approach provided an average
relative improvement of 24.3% for the MOBIO [75], Multi-PIE [42], and SC-
face [40] databases over the existing state-of-the-art performances. It was shown
that the Local GMM-FP system also consistently outperformed the GMM-FP
system on all three face databases, with an average relative improvement of 18%,
further demonstrating the value of a region based approach. The results also
indicate the Local TVM system also consistently outperformed the TVM system
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on all three face databases, with an average relative improvement of 62.6%, fur-
ther demonstrating the value of a region based approach. In addition, the use of
the weighted score fusion technique was evaluated and showed that the benefit
of weighted score fusion was less consistent.
Finally, the sensitivity of the Local ISV approach to problems such as errors in
face localisation was examined. Using the real-world MOBIO database, which
consists of face images captured from a mobile phone, noise was introduced to
the manually annotated landmarks to simulate misalignment, a problem often
encountered in practical applications [53]. Empirically, it has been shown that
the Local ISV approach is more sensitive to this misalignment, but still provides
superior performance when the noise in the position of the landmarks is less than
20% of the inter-eye distance.

Chapter 6
Face Clustering Across a Video
Corpus
6.1 Introduction
Reliably clustering faces across multiple videos is challenging due to session vari-
ations. In Chapter 5, improved face verification performance was obtained by
introducing local spatial relationships between the blocks that were previously
discarded in the ISV and TVM approaches. These approaches are shown to be
robust in session variations, which are commonly observed in news video (possi-
ble examples are the same politician appearing at a rally, campaign launch, door
stop interview, etc.). Within a single video, cues aside from biometric identity
are present that can be used to cluster faces. Within a single news video, footage
will often cut between several scenes and people, with the same scene/person
revisited several times.
This chapter investigates whether simple scene cues, such as scene changes and
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local appearance, can be used to aid in grouping faces across a video corpus.
A two stage process approach was investigated to cluster faces across a news
video corpus. Faces were initially located and tracked in a video sequence, and
face images were selected from the resultant set of face tracks to represent each
face by sampling uniformly within the face track. The face images were then
optionally clustered within a single video by using simple cues, such as colour and
scene changes, and following this, face modelling and hierarchical agglomerative
clustering were used to cluster faces across a complete corpus. The use of seven
different face track modelling approaches was investigated within this framework,
and shows that the local total variability modelling based face clustering approach
provides improved performance compared to the Local GMM-FP, PLDA, and
TVM based approaches. Further, the time taken to cluster the faces using seven
different face track modelling approaches was investigated, as any approach needs
to be able to scale to a large number of videos.
Experiments on a news video database show that clustering the faces within a
single video using cues, such as scene changes and local appearance, improves the
face clustering performance compared to ignoring this information. This results in
fewer, more complete face tracks being modelled and clustered based on identity;
ultimately simplifying the secondary, identity based, clustering process. The
results show that the Local TVM technique effectively models the face track,
resulting in improved clustering performance with much greater computational
efficiency than other methods.
The remainder of the chapter is organised as follows. The proposed face clustering
framework is presented in Section 6.2. Experimental results using a news video
database are presented in Section 6.3, and the chapter concludes with a summary
of the presented work in Section 6.4.
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In the proposed framework, faces were initially detected using a Haar cascade
based frontal face detector [124]. Faces that appeared with a high amount of
overlap in successive frames were grouped to form a set of face tracks, after which
they were clustered within the video using cues, such as scene changes and local
appearance (see Section III A). A fixed number of face images were selected by
sampling uniformly within the face track, as well as selecting face image set based
on quality metrics from the face track. These selected images were then modelled
using face modelling techniques. In this chapter, seven face modelling techniques
are investigated: local GMM free-parts (Local GMM-FP), local inter session vari-
ability modelling (Local ISV), probabilistic linear discriminant analysis (PLDA)
[69], local total variability modelling (Local TVM) and the global counterparts
of GMM-FP, ISV, and total Variability modelling (TVM) [126]. Details on each
of these techniques is provided in Section 3.2. The similarity between two face
tracks was then calculated using one of the above face recognition methods. Fi-
nally, HAC was used to merge the face tracks across the video corpus (see Section
3.3).
6.2.1 Clustering faces within a single video
Within a single video, cues aside from biometric identity are present that can
be used to cluster faces. Within a single news video, footage will often cut
between several scenes and people, with the same scene/person revisited several
times. This is illustrated in Figure 6.1. Given the nature of news video, which
frequently features people talking to camera with little motion in the scene (aside
from the people talking), it is possible to use simple colour descriptors to locate
scene changes, detect when a scene is revisited, and detect when the same face
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(a) 0:04 (b) 0:16 (c) 0:28 (d) 0:40 (e) 1:16
(f) 1:40 (g) 2:28 (h) 3:04 (i) 3:28 (j) 3:53
Figure 6.1: Timeline of an example video [99]: Over the course of the video
clip, several scenes and people are revisited. The video clip starts with the scene
shown in (a), which is revisited in (d)-(e), (g), and (i). Similarly, the location
and presenter in (b) is revisited at the end of the clip in (j).
reappears.
To cluster faces within a single video, a Haar cascade is used [124] to detect frontal
faces. Faces are tracked between frames based on a simple distance criteria: if
the Euclidean distance between the centre of the bounding boxes of faces in
consecutive video frames is less than a threshold (20 in the proposed system), the
faces are assumed to belong to the same person. The only situation in which this
merge will not occur if there is a scene change between the two frames.
Scene changes are detected using a set of histograms to model the scene appear-
ance. The video frame is divided into a grid of overlapping regions (3× 3 regions
with a 50% overlap between regions) and a histogram is built for each region.
Each new frame is compared to the current scene model using the average his-
togram intersection of the set of scene histograms. If the average intersection, D,
is less than a threshold (0.75 in the proposed system) then the scene is deemed
to have changed, otherwise the scene histograms are updated, using,
H
′scene
r (n) = H
scene
r (n)× α +Hframer (n)× (1− α), (6.1)
where H
′scene
r (n) is the updated bin value for region r of the scene histogram,
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Hframer (n), is the equivalent region and bin in the current frame, and α is a
learning rate (set to 0.99). When a new scene is detected, the model of the
previous scene is retained to allow for scenes to later be compared when merging
faces.
The appearance of a face is modelled using covariance features [121]. Covariance
features are used here, as there is no need to build the appearance model for a
face progressively (i.e. frame by frame), as is done for scenes. To use covariance
features for scene detection/modelling would be very computationally expensive,
as covariance features would need to be recomputed every frame. As with scene
modelling, faces are split into a grid of overlapping regions (2× 2 regions with a
50% overlap), and covariance features for the three colour channels are extracted
for each region. Covariance features are compared for each region using the
method proposed in [26], scores for the regions are averaged to obtain an overall
score, after which the similarity is normalised into the range [0..1] (where 1 is a
perfect match),
C(i, j) = 1− χ(i, j)
Cmax
if χ(i, j) < Cmax (6.2)
C(i, j) = 0 otherwise (6.3)
where C(i, j) is the similarity between the covariance features belonging to faces
i and j; χ(i, j) is the similarity computed using [26]; and Cmax (set to 5) is a used
to normalise the unbounded χ(i, j) into [0..1].
After a video has been processed and segmented into scenes, faces are merged
based on their appearance. A similarity matrix between the faces is constructed
as follows,
S(i, j) = 0 if {i0, i1, ...in} ∩ {j0, j1, ...jn} 6= ∅ (6.4)
S(i, j) = C(i, j) if iscene == jscene, (6.5)
S(i, j) =
√
C(i, j)×D(iscene, jscene) otherwise, (6.6)
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where S(i, j) is the similarity between two faces, i and j; {i0, i1, ...in} and
{j0, j1, ...jn} are the sets of frames that contain faces i and j; C(i, j) is the dis-
tance between two sets of covariance features; iscene and jscene are the scenes in
which the two faces appear; and D(iscene, jscene) is the distance between the two
scene models. This ensures that faces that appear at the same time cannot be
merged, faces that occur within the same scene (but at different times) are only
compared based on the similarity of the face, and all other faces are compared
based on both the similarity of the scene and the face. Hierarchical agglomerative
clustering is subsequently used to cluster the faces based on the similarity matrix,
S.
6.2.2 Clustering faces across a corpus
Seven approaches are investigated to model and compare face tracks: PLDA [69],
Local GMM-FP, Local ISV, Local TVM and the global counterparts of GMM-FP,
ISV, and TVM [126]. The Local GMM-FP, Local ISV and Local TVM approaches
are outlined briefly in following subsections, as face tracks are modelled using
these techniques and readers are referred to Chapter 5 for more details.
Probabilistic linear discriminant analysis
PLDA [69] has previously been successfully applied to face clustering [90]. PLDA
is applied as a base line system to model the face tracks. PLDA models an
observation as the sum of a mean and offsets that describe the within subject
and between subject variation. In this approach vectorised image of j-th image
of the i-th face track Xi,j is modelled as bellow,
X i,j = µ+ Fhi +Gki,j + i,j, (6.7)
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where µ is the mean of the data and hi is the latent identity variable and constant
for every image of the face track i. F defines the basis for the identity. The matrix
G defines the basis for the within individual variation and the term ki,j is the
latent noise variable [69]. The term i,j is used to explain any remaining variation.
Faces tracks are then compared using log likelihood ratio.
Local GMM free-parts approach
In this approach, selected images from a face track are divided into a set of
R regions and each region is modelled independently, allowing the capture of
identity variation within individual face regions. The Local GMM-FP technique
divides each region into a set of overlapping blocks from which DCT features
are extracted. In order to overcome the limited number of samples per client, i,
mean-only relevance MAP adaptation [71] is used to enrol the client. Mean-only
relevance MAP adaptation takes a prior model, usually referred to as a universal
background model (UBM) GMM. A local GMM UBM is then learned for each
specific regionmr, and local models of the identity are then obtained using region
specific mean-only relevance MAP adaptation,
sr,i = mr +Drzr,i, (6.8)
where sr,i is the i-th face track model corresponding to region r, zr,i is a nor-
mally distributed latent variable for region r, and Dr is a diagonal matrix that
incorporates the relevance factor and the covariance matrix [125].
The t-th image is then selected from face track j, and is compared to the i-th
face track model in a region specific manner. Thus, the observations from the
r-th region of t-th image, Or,t, are compared to the i-th face track’s model for
the r-th region, sr,i. To evaluate the likelihood that the r-th region of the t-
th image, described by a set of observations Or,t, was produced by client sr,i a
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log-likelihood ratio (LLR) is used. It was shown in [128] that the LLR could be
efficiently calculated using the linear scoring approximation [36] leading to,
hlinear (Or,t, sr,i) = (sr,i −mr)T Σ−1r f r,t|mr , (6.9)
where Σr is the covariance matrix for the r-th region and fr,t|mr is the mean
normalised first order statistic for the r-th region. Subsequently, all region specific
scores are summed and the score between face track i and image t, hlinear (Ot, si)
is calculated.
Local inter-session variability modelling
Local inter-session variability modelling models session variability and captures
identity information locally. Similar to the Local GMM-FP, this approach divides
the image into R regions and again performs MAP adaptation for each region
independently. Enrolling a client for Local ISV consists of MAP adaptation,
similar to mean-only relevance MAP adaptation. The difference is that a region
specific sub-space, U r, is introduced to model session variation. Thus, for the
j-th image of the i-th face track in the r-th region, the model is obtained by,
ur,i,j = mr +U rxr,i,j +Drzr,i, (6.10)
where ur,i,j is the mean supervector of the GMM that best represents the image
region. A region specific ISV client model, sISV,r,i, is formed by,
sISV,r,i = mr +Drzr,i. (6.11)
During the evaluation process, the region specific latent session variable xr,i is
estimated for Or,i using the r-th region from the i-th face track model. Next,
session variation is compensated for by adding this estimated session offset to
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sISV,r,i prior to scoring. The similarity score between two face tracks is then
calculated as follows,
hlinear (Or,t, sISV,r,i) = (sISV,r,i −mr)T Σ−1r f r,t|mr . (6.12)
Local total variability modelling
Total variability modelling (TVM) [126] has been successfully applied to face
verification. TVM is written in super-vector notation as follows,
Y i,j = m+ Twi,j, (6.13)
where Y i,j represent the mean supervector of the GMM that best represents the
j-th image of i-th face track. The term T is low rank rectangular matrix and
wi,j is the ‘i-vector’ and represents the total variability.
In this section, the local regions based approach is applied to TVM so that total
variability can be locally modelled, allowing the capture of local identity informa-
tion. A similar concept to that of the Local GMM-FP and Local ISV approaches
is applied by dividing the image into R regions and modelling the TVM in each
region independently. Thus, for the j-th image of the i-th client in the r-th region
the model is obtained by,
Y r,i,j = mr + T rwr,i,j, (6.14)
where Y r,i,j represents the mean super-vector of the GMM that best represents
the j-th image of i-th face track in the r-th region, T r is the region specific
rectangular matrix and wr,i,j is the region specific ‘i-vector’ and represents the
region specific total variability. The extraction of region specific i-vectors from
a probe image is compared to the region specific subject’s model i-vectors using
cosine distance scoring. Subsequently, all region specific cosine scores are summed
and the score between the face track i and image t is calculated.
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Comparing sequences of faces
Face tracks are modelled using one of the previously mentioned face track mod-
elling methods. After that, the score between the two face tracks i and j is
calculated as follows for the PLDA, GMM-FP, Local GMM-FP, ISV and Local
ISV approaches,
sav (i, j) =
∑C
t=1 hscore (Ot, si) +
∑L
u=1 hscore (Ou, sj)
C + L
(6.15)
where sav is the average distance between two face tracks, and C and L are the
number of faces selected from face tracks i and j respectively. hscore (Ot, si) is the
similarity score between two face tracks, which is the linear score for the Local
GMM and Local ISV as well as their global counterparts; or the LLR for PLDA.
The metric is formulated to be symmetric (something which neither the LLR nor
the linear score are), as this is required by HAC when clustering faces.
For the TVM and Local TVM approaches each face track is represented by the
mean ‘i-vector’ of the face images. The distance between two face tracks is then
calculated based on the cosine distance between the mean ‘i-vector’ of the two
face tracks i and j. In this experiment the HAC with the complete linkage
criteria was used to merge the two nearest cluster pairs. The similarity between
two observations sets A, and B, was calculated using complete linkage criteria as
below,
scl = max {sav (a, b) : a ∈ A, b ∈ B}, (6.16)
where, a and b are face clusters.
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6.3 Experiments
Seven face modelling approaches were investigated for use in clustering: PLDA,
Local GMM-FP, Local ISV, Local TVM, and the global counterparts of GMM-FP,
ISV and TVM. Two different approaches were used to cluster faces across mul-
tiple videos by ignoring (Section 6.3.2) and incorporating (Section 6.3.3) within
video cues (see Section 6.2.1). A brief evaluation of the within video clustering
was also presented in Section 6.3.1. In all of the above experiments, a fixed num-
ber of face images were selected by sampling uniformly within the face track.
Finally, evaluation of the use of quality metrics on the Local ISV and Local TVM
approaches is presented in Section 6.3.4.
These were evaluated based on the news video database as outlined in Section
3.3.2. The dev subset was used to obtain the optimal hyper parameter values, in-
cluding the number of DCT coefficients, GMM component size, sub-space dimen-
sions, and the decision threshold values (see Section 5.2.1 for more details) [75].
The eval subset was used to evaluate the system performance. The parameters
learned using the dev subset were used for the face verification models while
testing in the eval subset.
6.3.1 Evaluation of within video face clustering perfor-
mance
The within video face clustering system performance was evaluated by averaging
the diarisation error rate (see Section 3.5.2) over each individual video, rather
than over the whole corpus. Results are shown in Table 6.1.
DERs of 32.3% and 26.5% has been obtained on the dev and eval subsets re-
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System Subset
Metrics
DER Coverage Purity
Baseline
dev 78.2 22.5 98.4
eval 82.8 19.2 99.2
Proposed
dev 32.3 70.9 98.8
eval 26.5 77.0 98.1
Table 6.1: Performance of within video face clustering: Baseline is a system that
does not merge faces within a video, and is thus the output of the face tracking.
spectively for the proposed approach. High purity and low coverage have been
obtained on both dev and eval subsets. High purity indicates that the within
video merge technique is not prone to incorrectly merging faces. The greatly in-
creased coverage when compared to using the raw face tracks without any merging
demonstrates the efficacy of the proposed approach. However, the coverage is lim-
ited by the use of a frontal face detector, with only some non-frontal faces present
in the ground truth, and due to the same person appearing in multiple different
scenes or locations within a single clip. It should be noted that the approach
is not intended to handle this second problem, and it is only expected to group
faces that re-appear in common scenes which it is able to do. See Figure 6.1,
for instance, (f) in Figure 6.1 is not expected to be merged with the other Julia
Gillard images (a, d...) due to her appearing in a totally different environment.
6.3.2 Evaluation of face clustering performance when ig-
noring within video cues
In this approach the face tracks that result from the face tracking process were
taken and merged those using HAC, i.e. the within video clustering technique
outlined in Section 6.2.1 was not used.
For the GMM-FP, ISV, Local GMM-FP and Local ISV approaches, when extract-
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ing the DCT features, a block size of 12× 12 with M = 44 has been used. In this
experiment UBMs trained with 512 components using the MOBIO [75] database
were used. In the ISV and Local ISV approaches a sub-space of 40 components
was used. For the TVM approaches (TVM and Local TVM) a subspace of 300
components was used. For the Local GMM-FP and the Local ISV approaches
region size of 2× 2 was used, and for Local TVM a region size of 4× 4 was used.
The GMM-FP, ISV and TVM approaches were a special case of Local GMM-
FP, Local ISV and Local TVM, with a region size of 1 × 1 (i.e. a single region
such that location information was not considered), and other parameters were
the same as the local variants. For the PLDA based approach, normalised grey
scale images were modelled using PLDA and a sub-space of 40 components was
used. These parameters were tuned using the development subset. In all of the
approaches, all faces, 40, 20, 10, 5, 2 and 1 face images were selected to represent
each face by sampling uniformly within the face track.
Tables 6.2 and 6.3 show the face clustering system performance across the video
corpus while ignoring within video cues on the dev and eval subsets respectively.
It was found that the Local ISV approach performed the best on both the dev
and eval sets. The Local ISV system provide an average relative performance
improvement of 27.6% compared to the PLDA approach. The results show that
local approaches (i.e. Local GMM-FP, Local ISV and Local TVM) outperformed
their global counterparts on the dev set, but a slight degradation was observed for
Local GMM-FP on the eval set and this is likely caused caused by face alignment
issues.
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Number of
faces PLDA GMM-FP
Local
GMM-FP ISV
Local
ISV TVM
Local
TVM
1 76.0 58.2 58.5 59.4 55.0 65.5 61.8
2 77.4 54.8 54.7 54.2 52.9 59.2 53.6
5 75.6 52.0 53.4 53.4 50.8 57.3 51.4
10 75.4 51.7 50.7 51.5 50.2 54.8 51.8
20 77.1 52.7 51.9 51.8 50.6 54.8 50.9
40 75.8 52.0 52.0 51.1 50.1 55.5 51.8
All 77.7 52.7 51.9 51.7 50.0 55.2 51.0
Table 6.2: Clustering system performance when ignoring within video cues on
dev subset. The best performing systems are shown in bold for each number of
selected faces and the overall best performing system is shown in bold.
Number of
faces PLDA GMM-FP
Local
GMM-FP ISV
Local
ISV TVM
Local
TVM
1 78.7 72.7 67.6 71.0 67.5 71.4 66.6
2 79.1 66.4 63.9 64.4 58.3 71.4 62.5
5 73.2 57.2 62.4 57.4 54.7 63.1 59.6
10 73.2 55.0 58.8 57.0 59.2 61.6 59.6
20 73.2 57.9 58.9 58.1 55.7 61.3 55.7
40 73.3 58.3 58.6 55.2 55.0 64.2 55.8
All 76.9 58.1 53.6 58.4 53.0 63.0 54.9
Table 6.3: Clustering system performance when ignoring within video cues on
eval subset. The best performing systems are shown in bold for each number of
selected faces and the overall best performing system is shown in bold.
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6.3.3 Evaluation of face clustering performance by incor-
porating within video cues
In this approach, face tracks that result from the within video clustering process
were taken, such that the input to the between video clustering was a set of
longer and more complete face tracks. System parameters and training data were
the same as in Section 6.3.2, with the exception of the Local GMM-FP and the
Local ISV region sizes, which were now set to 4 × 4, as this showed optimum
performance on the dev subset. In all of the approaches all faces, 40, 20, 10, 5,
2 and 1 face images were selected to represent each face by sampling uniformly
within the face track.
Tables 6.4 and 6.5 show the face clustering system performance across the video
corpus by incorporating within video cues on the dev and eval subsets respec-
tively. It was found that the Local ISV approach performed the best on the dev
set and the Local TVM approach performed the best on the eval set. The Local
TVM system provided an average relative performance improvement of 39.8%
compared to the PLDA baseline when all face images were selected to represent
the face track. It can be observed that the local approaches outperformed their
global counterparts with the exception of the GMM-FP method on the dev subset
when 20 faces were used to represent face track and on the eval subset when 40
faces were used to represent face track, which performs marginally worse. Results
show that when the number of faces selected from the face track increased up to
40 images, the GMM-FP system performance also increased. The higher number
of face samples used to enrol and compare faces resulted in the models better
capturing variations in facial appearance, leading to improved performance. This
same trend was not observed for the ISV approaches. ISV and Local ISV ex-
plicitly models and accounts for session variation; thus, reducing the need for
a large numbers of faces. The TVM and Local TVM systems provided better
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Number of
faces PLDA GMM-FP
Local
GMM-FP ISV
Local
ISV TVM
Local
TVM
1 56.4 53.6 50.1 50.6 46.7 53.7 47.8
2 56.3 49.0 45.3 47.0 46.6 51.8 45.6
5 56.7 49.0 45.2 44.1 43.7 49.1 43.7
10 56.4 46.0 44.4 44.0 43.9 47.0 44.1
20 57.7 44.2 44.8 45.4 43.8 48.4 42.9
40 56.4 48.5 43.0 45.5 43.9 48.5 43.8
All 57.2 46.7 43.0 45.4 42.8 49.4 43.1
Table 6.4: Clustering system performance by incorporating within video cues on
the dev subset. The best performing systems are shown in bold for each number
of selected faces and the overall best performing system is shown in bold.
Number of
faces PLDA GMM-FP
Local
GMM-FP ISV
Local
ISV TVM
Local
TVM
1 68.1 65.1 64.0 61.9 59.3 61.9 61.3
2 68.7 55.2 48.7 57.0 48.9 60.3 47.3
5 72.9 61.0 58.2 61.1 57.2 61.8 53.6
10 72.9 59.4 49.8 53.7 48.9 62.6 47.5
20 72.9 54.1 52.7 56.5 48.8 59.6 48.3
40 72.9 50.2 50.5 51.7 48.8 58.3 47.2
All 69.1 54.1 45.7 54.9 48.6 60.3 41.0
Table 6.5: Clustering system performance by incorporating within video cues on
the eval subset. The best performing systems are shown in bold for each number
of selected faces and the overall best performing system is shown in bold.
performance, as more faces were used to enrol and compare faces, resulting in the
models better capturing variations in facial appearance.
By comparing Tables 6.2 and 6.4, it can be seen that for all systems, improvements
were achieved on the dev subset. The same trend was observed on the eval subset
by comparing Tables 6.3 and 6.5. Figure 6.2 shows the face clustering performance
across the news video corpus for the dev set over the HAC threshold when 20 face
images were selected to represent the face track. It can clearly be seen that PLDA
performed poorly, and predominately merged faces incorrectly, as the AER only
dropped slightly before increasing as more faces were merged. The MOBIO [75]
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Figure 6.2: AER Vs HAC threshold on dev subset when selected faces = 20
data used to train the PLDA model contains predominately frontal faces, and
more pose variation is observed in the news data than is present in MOBIO. As
such, the PLDA approach is unable to cope with the large variations observed,
and thus performs poorly. The three local approaches perform much better. The
Local TVM approach is able to operate well at a wide range of thresholds (i.e. it
is fairly stable between 0.75 and 0.85), while both the local GMM-FP and local
ISV are more sensitive to threshold selection.
Consideration also needs to be given to time constraints, as any approach needs
to be able to scale to a large number of videos. Thus, the time taken for the face
track enrolment and the face track similarity score calculation was calculated
when using different face track modelling techniques. Table 6.6 and Table 6.7
show the average CPU time taken (in seconds) for face track enrolment and
comparison steps respectively. The system was implemented in Python and used
the freely available signal processing and machine learning tool box, BOB [2].
The experiments were run on a single core of an Intel Xeon E5-2680.
From Table 6.6 it can be observed that the time taken for the face track enrolment
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Number of
faces PLDA GMM-FP
Local
GMM-FP ISV
Local
ISV TVM
Local
TVM
1 0.2 9.9 14.7 6.8 95.8 2.1 14.2
2 0.4 19.3 27.4 7.8 96.4 3.2 16.9
5 0.45 38.1 65.3 9.6 104.4 5.0 18.4
10 0.62 81.2 138.5 14.3 135.6 9.3 30.4
20 1.24 181.3 274.21 30.10 201.76 19.79 54.47
40 1.5 333.7 552.7 52.0 324.1 44.8 122.0
All 8.5 2279.9 4121.0 329.8 1829.7 333.5 734.0
Table 6.6: Time (CPU seconds) taken to complete face track enrolment on dev
subset.
Number of
faces PLDA GMM-FP
Local
GMM-FP ISV
Local
ISV TVM
Local
TVM
1 0.12 1.73 2.48 1.82 4.10 0.01 0.03
2 0.25 3.46 4.94 3.66 8.13 0.01 0.03
5 0.57 8.50 12.23 8.98 20.07 0.01 0.04
10 1.28 16.52 24.24 17.54 39.90 0.01 0.04
20 2.24 31.97 46.17 34.98 78.14 0.01 0.06
40 4.64 62.71 90.24 66.59 149.10 0.01 0.06
All 35.01 442.57 633.92 468.02 1049.78 0.03 0.27
Table 6.7: Time (CPU seconds) taken to complete face track comparison on dev
subset.
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for all approaches increased with the number of faces, though TVM and PLDA
were quicker than GMM-FP and ISV in all cases. But these are effectively only
one-off computations, and comparison time is far more important for clustering.
It should also be noted from Table 6.7 that processing time to compare face tracks
increased with the number of faces that were extracted from each face track,
making the use of a small number of faces preferable. The results show that the
TVM clustering system was faster compared to other approaches, particularly for
the face comparison. This is due to the use of cosine distance scoring for TVM,
while linear scoring was used for Local GMM-FP and Local ISV, and the LLR
was used for PLDA. The time taken to compare face tracks for the Local TVM
approach was 0.27 second when all face images were used; while for the Local
GMM-FP and Local ISV approaches it was 633.92 and 1049.78 respectively. In
the dev subset 218 face tracks were obtained from the within video clustering
process. Thus, the distance metric was obtained through 23, 653 possible face
track combinations. It should also be noted that when ignoring within video cues
458 face tracks were obtained on the dev subset and this increased the number
of possible face track combinations to 104, 653. This clearly demonstrates the
necessity for the fast face track comparison, and the TVM approaches are most
suitable given this requirement.
The results show that the ISV approach outperformed the TVM approach, which
is expected given that previous research [126] has shown ISV to perform better for
face verification. However, the Local TVM outperformed the Local ISV (except
on the dev subset when 1, 10, and all faces were selected from the face track)
and this demonstrates that introducing spatial constraints leads to improved per-
formance for the TVM (Local TVM) approach. The evaluation presented used
models trained on the MOBIO [75] dataset, with conditions quite different to
those observed in the news video data. Although PLDA performed poorly, the
Local ISV, GMM-FP and TVM approaches were still able to achieve a moder-
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ate level of performance, despite the data mismatch. Previous research [62] has
shown that TVM suffers less performance degradation than ISV when confronted
with data mismatch between enrolment and testing data. This data mismatch
condition, which is common in news video data, might contribute to the improved
Local TVM face clustering performance.
Overall, experimental results show that face clustering performance can be im-
proved through the use of local methodologies, with Local TVM performing the
best, due to its ability to model the session variation that is highly prevalent in
news video data. Local TVM is also orders of magnitude faster when comparing
sequences of faces compared to ISV, making it a far more practical choice as well.
Furthermore, it has been shown that incorporating other cues (such as scene and
appearance information) can aid performance.
6.3.4 Evaluation of face clustering performance based on
quality frame selection
In this approach, face images were selected from the face track based on the
LGBPHS based face symmetry quality metrics. System parameters and training
data were the same as in Section 6.3.3. In all of the approaches 40, 20, 10, 5,
2, and 1 face images were selected to represent each face by sampling uniformly
within the face track and based on the quality metric. In this experiment, only
the Local TVM and Local ISV approaches were used, as these were shown to
perform best in Section 6.3.3.
Tables 6.8 and 6.9 show the face clustering system performance across the video
corpus by selecting frames from the face track based on LGBPHS based face
symmetry quality metrics on the dev and eval subsets respectively. It was found
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Method 1 2 5 10 20 40
LGBPHS, Symmetry 49.8 46.8 46.6 46.9 47.0 44.8
LTVM 47.8 45.6 43.7 44.1 42.9 43.8
LTVM Symmetry 46.2 44.7 41.9 42.0 40.9 41.8
LISV 46.7 46.6 43.7 43.9 43.8 43.9
LISV Symmetry 45.7 44.1 41.3 39.5 39.9 39.9
Table 6.8: Clustering system performance on the dev subset by selecting frames
based on quality metrics. The best performing systems are shown in bold for
each number of selected faces and the overall best performing system is shown in
bold.
that the Local ISV and Local TVM approaches outperformed the LGBPHS sys-
tem. The Local ISV system provided improved performance on the dev and eval
subsets when face images were selected based on the face symmetry feature.
In this experiment, the UBMs and Local ISV subspaces were trained with MO-
BIO [75] data which contains mostly lighting variations with only small pose
variations. The large pose variations present in the test data (i.e. the news video
data) were not observed when training the subspace. Selection of frontal face im-
ages based on the face symmetry quality metric has reduced the data mismatch
between the two datasets, which has been shown to be a bigger problem for ISV
than TVM [62]. Hence, reducing the effect of pose variation in the clustering pro-
cess can help improving the clustering performance, even after session variation
is discarded in the Local ISV.
Substantial improvements are observed for Local TVM as well, although not as
great as those seen for Local ISV. However, the faster processing in the face track
comparison step alongside comparable or better clustering performance compared
to ISV makes TVM a strong choice for use in large multi-media systems.
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Method 1 2 5 10 20 40
LGBPHS, Symmetry 45.4 53.2 43.1 38.6 38.6 38.7
LTVM 61.3 47.3 53.6 47.5 48.3 47.2
LTVM Symmetry 54.6 48.5 42.5 37.7 41.4 45.2
LISV 59.3 48.9 57.2 48.9 48.8 48.8
LISV Symmetry 45.8 50.9 39.5 38.1 38.2 38.2
Table 6.9: Clustering system performance on the eval subset by selecting frames
based on quality metrics. The best performing systems are shown in bold for
each number of selected faces and the overall best performing system is shown in
bold.
6.4 Chapter Summary
This chapter investigated two research problems in order to investigate whether
simple scene cues, such as scene changes and local appearance, can be used to
aid in grouping across a video corpus the proposed framework used a two stage
process. First, faces were clustered within a single video by using simple cues
such as colour and scene changes; and following this, face track modelling and hi-
erarchical agglomerative clustering were used to cluster faces across the complete
corpus. Thus, two different approaches were available to cluster faces across mul-
tiple videos, by ignoring and incorporating within video cues. The use of seven
different face track modelling approaches were investigated: PLDA, Local GMM-
FP, Local ISV, Local TVM and the global counterparts of GMM-FP, ISV, and
TVM. The impact of the number of face samples used to enrol and compare the
face tracks was also investigated.
The results show that when the number of faces selected from the face track is
increased, the GMM-FP system performance also increased. The higher number
of face samples used to enrol and compare faces resulted in the models better
capturing variations in facial appearance, leading to improved performance. This
same trend was not observed for the ISV approach, because ISV explicitly models
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and accounts for session variation: thus, reducing the need for large numbers of
faces. Results showed that Local ISV and Local TVM face clustering yielded
the best performance. Local TVM provided an average relative improvement of
39.8% compared to the PLDA approach. This demonstrates the importance of
introducing spatial constraints to TVM, which leads to improvement in the face
clustering performance.
The best performance was obtained when using within video cues to first cluster
faces within a single video. Using cues such as scene changes and local appear-
ance improved the face clustering performance compared to ignoring this infor-
mation. This results in fewer face tracks being modelled and clustered based on
identity; ultimately simplifying the secondary, identity based, clustering process.
The results show that the TVM clustering system is faster compared to other
approaches, particularly for the face comparison. This is due to the use of cosine
distance scoring for TVM, while linear scoring was used for Local GMM-FP and
Local ISV, and the LLR was used for PLDA. The significant speed advantage
alongside comparable or better clustering performance compared to ISV makes
TVM a strong choice for use in large multi-media systems. Finally, the impor-
tance of selecting high quality frontal faces from the face track for the face track
modelling and similarity comparison process was shown.

Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future
Directions
7.1 Summary and conclusions
Reliably clustering faces within a single video, and across multiple videos, is chal-
lenging due to variations in the appearance of the faces, as videos are captured in
an uncontrolled environment. A facial appearance may vary between images due
to session variations. This thesis investigated how best to cluster faces in video,
while also investigating face verification methods to address session variation to
improve face verification and clustering performance in challenging conditions.
The original contributions of this thesis are:
1. Improved face clustering by selecting high quality frames from
face track:
Faces obtained through a face tracking process may be non-frontal, con-
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tain out of plane rotations, be poor resolution, or show variations in facial
expression, or show wide variations in illumination, which degrade the clus-
tering performance. Variations present in the facial images might affect
the accuracy of the similarity score, which is calculated between pairs of
faces. To solve this problem, the use of face image quality metrics to clus-
ter faces across a news video corpus was investigated. This method aimed
to select high quality faces from a long sequences of faces obtained through
a face tracking process, and improve clustering performance by using only
those“high quality” faces. Six quality measures were considered based on
face symmetry, sharpness, contrast, brightness, openness of the eyes and
resolution of the face region, as well as a fusion of all six measures. In a
video, similar quality face images tend to appear together with small vari-
ations. In this thesis, a method was introduced to ensure that the frames
that were selected were not only high quality, but also taken from different
points in the video. The results show that by selecting the highest quality
faces from a face track with temporal separation, better clustering perfor-
mance is obtained. Overall, experimental results show that face clustering
performance can be improved through the use of quality measures.
2. Improved face verification system: A novel face verification framework
was proposed that enforces previously discarded spatial constraints to im-
prove the performance. This framework was evaluated on three databases
using three different model based face verification techniques and was shown
to offer an average relative performance improvement of 35%. Spatial con-
straints were introduced by dividing the images into R regions and learning
a model specific to each region. This allowed locally modelling session
variability and capturing of local identity information. For face verifica-
tion this Local ISV approach provided an average relative improvement of
24.3% for the MOBIO [75], Multi-PIE [42], and SCface [40] databases over
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the existing state-of-the-art performances. The results show that the Local
GMM-FP system also consistently outperformed the GMM-FP system on
all three face databases, with an average relative improvement of 18%, fur-
ther demonstrating the value of a region based approach. It was also shown
that the Local TVM system also consistently outperformed the TVM sys-
tem on all three face databases, with an average relative improvement of
62.6%, further demonstrating the value of a region based approach. The
use of a weighted score fusion technique was evaluated and showed that
the benefit of weighted score fusion was less consistent. Furthermore, it
was shown that the proposed approach was not adversely impacted by face
localisation noise.
3. Improved face clustering across a video corpus:
Faces obtained by a face tracking process show session variations. This re-
search proposed incorporating the proposed face verification framework into
a clustering system to model the face track. The clustering system evaluated
using the proposed news video database, and a significant improvement over
the LGBPHS based baseline system was shown. The results also showed
that the proposed Local TVM technique was able to effectively model the
face track, resulting in improved clustering performance in a computation-
ally efficient manner. Furthermore, it has been shown that clustering the
faces within a single video using cues such as scene changes and local ap-
pearance improved the face clustering performance compared to ignoring
this information.
Using all faces resulting from the face tracking process in the face clustering
step contributes to high computational costs. Thus, the impact of the
number of face samples used to enrol and compare the face tracks was
also investigated. It was found that when the number of faces selected
from the face track increased, the GMM-FP based system performance also
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increased. This same trend was not observed for the ISV approach, because
ISV explicitly models and accounts for session variation; thus, reducing
the need for large numbers of faces. The TVM and LTVM based systems
provided better performance, as more faces were used to enrol and compare
faces results in the models, better capturing variations in facial appearance.
The importance of selecting high quality frontal faces from the face track for
the face track modelling and similarity comparison process was also shown.
The significant speed advantage alongside comparable or better clustering
performance compared to ISV makes TVM a strong choice for use in large
multi-media systems.
4. Introduction of a novel news video database: This database consists
of 55 news videos and 173, 043 annotated faces of 110 prominent people.
These news videos were recorded in indoor and outdoor environments, and
show wide variations in illumination, pose, and clutter. In this database the
subjects identity and face bounding box location in a frame is labelled. In a
video sequence, subjects appearing for short periods of time are ignored and
only subjects appearing for a long time are labelled (prominent subjects).
Frame numbers in which subject appearance starts and ends, and subject
face locations are annotated at every tenth frames (locations are interpo-
lated for intermediate frames). When considering subject appearance, the
facial bounding box for side profile, half profile, and profile face images are
also annotated. An evaluation protocol was introduced to undertake the
face clustering experiment. It enables other researchers to evaluate systems
on a challenging real-world dataset; thus, promoting continued research in
this field.
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Three main directions are proposed in which future research can be carried out:
(1) Improving face clustering performance using alternate data to train models,
such as separate news video sources, (2) Investigating different clustering algo-
rithms for face clustering, and (3) Improving face clustering by fusing with other
biometrics.
1. Training face verification model using news video data: The eval-
uation presented in Chapter 6 used models trained on the MOBIO [75]
dataset, with conditions quite different to those observed in the news video
data. Although PLDA performed poorly, the Local ISV, Local GMM-FP,
and Local TVM approaches were still able to achieve a moderate level of
performance, despite the data mismatch. Previous research [62] has shown
that the TVM approach performance degradation is small when consid-
ering data match and mismatch conditions during enrolment and testing
compared to that of ISV. Future work will look at using alternate data
to train models, such as separate news video sources, Multi-PIE [42], or
a combination of databases. Performance of the speaker verification sys-
tem was improved through domain adaptation [37] technique as a limited
amount of in domain annotated data is available for the model training.
This technique will be investigated in face clustering, as a limited amount
of in domain annotated data is available for the model training.
2. Investigating different clustering algorithms: The evaluation pre-
sented in this thesis used a HAC algorithm to cluster the faces across a video
corpus. However, in the data clustering field several clustering techniques
are used, and investigation on this could be done to find the best algo-
rithm for face clustering. K-mean [72] clustering with a different initialising
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method including K-mean++ [5] that leverage the very fast comparison
times of TVM will be investigated.
3. Improving face clustering by fusing with other biometrics: Face
clustering in this thesis used face images and simple scene cues, such as scene
changes and local appearance. The performance of a face clustering system
can be improved by fusing other biometric cues, such as speech, and soft
biometrics like hair colour, cloth etc. Speaker clustering [1, 31, 65, 117] has
already been extensively investigated, and fusing speaker information with
other soft biometrics [18] offers an interesting avenue to improve clustering
performance. The relationships between speakers and faces will be learned
based on audio visual [139] cues using lip reading [81]. Future work looking
at fusing algorithms at the feature and score level will be investigated.
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